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Nation awaits court ruling
WASHINGTON (AP) — After closely
questioning lawyers for all sides, the Supreme
Court is crafting its eagerly awaited ruling
in the nation's presidential election, a contest that holds George W. Bush and Al
Gore in limbo and the nation in thrall. The
Florida Legislature marked time, careful not
to get ahead of the high court.
"1 think we ought to just wait and see
what they do," President Clinton said Monday after the justices heard the case. "One

way or the other, it will be a historic decision that we will live with forever," he
added, five full weeks after the nation voted
on his successor.
Bush was in Texas and Gore in Washington as the justices pondered the legal
controversy that turned on the vice president's bid to resume manual recounts ordered
by the Florida Supreme Court over the
weekend. The recount was suspended less
than 24 hours later when the U.S. Supreme

Court, divided 5-4, granted Bush a stay.
The Texas governor has been certified
the winner by 537 votes by Florida Secretary of State Katherine Harris — a victory that would give him the state's 25
electoral votes and the White House if it
stands up in court. Gore looked to the
recount to overtake his rival statewide and
give him the presidency.
Away from the courts, the Florida Legislature stood ready to appoint a slate of

electors loyal to Bush. Committees for the
House and Senate advanced such legislation, the House panel acting on a party
line vote, the Senate panel's vote turning
up one Democratic defector.
"I represent a good district, very good
people and I listen to them," said Democratic Rep. Dwight Stansel, whose district

• See Page 2
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Legislature takes
first step toward
approval of electors

Elvis ticket
launched
by lottery
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Elvis has left this world, but
his likeness is now found on
a new $3 scratch-off ticket sold
by the Kentucky Lottery.
The new Elvis Presley tickets went on sale Monday. The
top prize is $30,000 and other
prizes include a trip to Graceland in Memphis, Tenn.
"We are excited to be the
first lottery in the world to have
the Elvis ticket," said Kentucky
Lottery Scratch-off Product Manager Rhonda Goodwin."We also
expect players to collect the tickets since there are 12 different Elvis scenes."
Lottery officials printed 1.8
million tickets and they expect
them to sell quickly, generating $5.4 million in revenue.
"This gives us the opportunity to introduce our product
to people that might not normally be a scratch-off player,"
said Rick Redman, lottery
spokesman.

Suit alleges
suspension
was unfair
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A lawsuit filed by a former
housing inspector alleges the
City unfairly suspended him
after a newspaper wrote critical stories about Fayette County's Division of Code Enforcement.
The lawsuit was filed Friday in Fayette Circuit Court
by Bill Barrow. It names the
Fayette Urban County Government as the defendant.
Barrow alleges the city twice
ordered him in September to
speak with Michael Cox, a
lawyer hired by the city to investigate conflict-of-interest questions about the division raised
by a series of articles by the
Lexington Herald-Leader. Barrow went to Cox's office, but
refused to talk to Cox either
time, invoking his Fifth Amendment protection against selfinchmination, according to the
suit.
On Sept. 6, the city suspended Barrow for three days
because of the refusals, according to records included in the
suit. Barrow appealed the suspension to the Civil Service
Commission, but on Nov. 8,
the commission upheld the
penalty.
Barrow seeks a reversal of
the suspension on his record,
restoration of pay and benefits from the three days and
unspecified damages.
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wind 5 mph.
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TALLAHASSEE, Fla.(AP) — Florida's Republican-dominated House
opened debate Tuesday to name 25 presidential electors, speeding
toward a likely vote to award them all to George W Bush.
The House set aside five hours to debate a resolution giving the
electors to Bush — although the faceoff could be interrupted if the
U.S. Supreme Court weighs in. The nation's high court is deliberating whether ballot recounts can resume.
-But House Speaker To-rn Feeney said 10-expect only a brief- break
as officials check the status of the case before the chamber sends the
measure to a slightly more reluctant Senate.
Feeney said that unless he gets specific advice from the U.S.
Supreme Court that the Legislature should bow out, he would press
forward with what he called a "radioactive hot potato." The nation's
high court put a stop to ballot recounts ordered by the Florida Supreme
Court pending its decision and heard oral arguments Monday.
' Republicans hold a 77-43 majority in the House and two conservative Democrats have already_ indicated they'll vote with the GOP
because their districts went for Bush over Democrat Al Gore.

ALICE ROUSE, BERNARD KANE/
Ledger & Times photos
Volunteers help fill boxes for Need
Line (above). The community has
assisted in the replacement of items
destroyed in last week's fire at the
Weaks Center. At right is the damaged Need Line office.

• See Page 2

Wilson• 'Limited'
contract extension
possible for Reid

MSU groups
to collect for
Need Line
Two Murray State University organizations are collecting goods to replenish
Need Line's supply of food, pantry and
cleaning items.
Need Line's supplies were destroyed
as a result of last week's fire at the
George Weaks Center.
The MSU Recreation Club, along with
the Agriculture Engineering Technology
Club, will collect items Dec. 16 in front

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky State University's embattled
president got a contract extension Monday night despite obvious divisions among members of the Board of Regents.
The regents effectively put George Reid on probation for one year.
His contract, which was due to expire June 30, now will run until
June 30, 2002. But Reed will get no pay raise and will be rigorously evaluated, board members said.
Board Chairman William Wilson, said earlier Monday that people
who wanted a quick decision on Reed's fate might be disappointed.
The regents met Monday and immediately went into a closed session. Reid was in the room with the regents for about 45 minutes
and then left. The executive session continued for about another hour,
after which the contract extension was approved. There was no pub-

II See Page 2
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Big tax assessments give schools early present
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Higher-than-expected property tax
assessments this year will provide
the state's school districts with about
$50 million of extra money.
"It's a nice Christmas gift," said
Brad Hughes, a spokesman for the

Kentucky School Boards Association.
The districts will share the additional money. Each will receive
an average of up to $88 per student, although the actual amount
will depend on factors such as the

district's property wealth and number of low-income students. Tom
Willis, associate education commissioner for the office of district
support services, said districts
would be notified next week of
the amount that will supplement

their base education funding for
the current school year.
The General Assembly appropriated an estimated $1.8 billion
in school spending for the 20002001 fiscal year. But because of
the higher assessments, the state

has more funding for schools than
originally anticipated.
Unlike the 1999-2000 school
year. however, when $38.2 million in excess funds were divided

II See Page 2

Minger fire
suit set for
2002 trial
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
A 2002 trial date has been set for a lawsuit stemming from
a fire in 1998 at Murray State University's Hester Residential
College.
Calloway County Circuit Court Judge Dennis Foust established trial dates of Jan. 15-18 and 22-25 for the suit, which
was filed last December by Gail and John Minger against the
Murray State University Board of Regents.
"If the plaintiffs think it can be done in that time frame,
I'm going to think it can be," Foust said Tuesday morning.
"They may be able to whittle it down a little bit, too. I would
think we would be able to get it in within seven or eight
days."
The lawsuit initially named Paula Hulick. MSU housing
director, and Dr. Dewey Yeatts, associate vice president of the
university's department for facilities management, individually
as co-defendants. but Foust dismissed them from the suit last
week on the basis of sovereign immunity.
Foust also dismissed counts of "an inverse taking in violation of Sections I. 2 and 242 of the Kentucky Constitution."

BERNARD KANE/Ledoer & Times photo
FILLING IN.. Steve Crouch signals that enough is enough as he works on the new dugout
being built for the Murray-Calloway County Park baseball field Monday afternoon.
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among only those 122 districts
that offered full-day kindergarten,
ibis year all state districts will
receive some extra funding. That
change was made by the General
Assembly earlier this year.
"I guess members didn't feel
it was really fair" to give excess
money only to districts with an
all-day kindergarten, said state Sen.
Richie Sanders, Jr., R-Franklin,
chairman of the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
Jefferson County officials pleaded for lawmakers not to make the
change. Kentucky's largest district
received $7.8 million of the $38.2
million in excess money for the
1999-2000 school year, according
to Education Department officials.
Although Jefferson County is like-
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lic debate among the regents and
anything
was there
neither
approaching unanimity.
The vote was 6-4, with both
faculty representatives — Charles
Bennett and Cornelia Calhoun —
opposing an extension.
Wilson said he believed the
board had four options. It could
do nothing, and allow Reid's contract to expire on June 30. It could
fire Reid. Or it could give Reid
two types of contract extension
— a multi-year extension, or a
"limited" extension, with a specified ending date.
Wilson, who recommended the
latter option, called it "a prudent,
cautious, conservative move on our
part."
The board has four new members, who need more time to form
a judgment-of--Reid's - abilities,- Kentucky State, the smallest of
the state's regional universities,
has been in financial and political turmoil for the past year. Reid
has been its most visible symbol.
A majority of the faculty voted
-no confidence" in Reid last month.
The board of regents was polarized until Gov. Paul Patton appointed four new regents during the
summer. They included Wilson, a

ly to get around $7 million in
extra funds this year, its percentage of the overall total will be smaller.
Lawmakers also included new
language in the budget law this
year to provide 100 percent of all
excess education funds to school
districts. During the 1998-2000
biennium, only 60 percent of the
excess funds were sent to school
districts and the remainder was
returned to the state.
Hughes said he expects many
districts to use the money for
increased fuel costs.
Blake Haselton, superintendent
of the Oldham County Schools,
said he hopes to spend his district's cut on one-time capital
improvements, including re-roofing some buildings and upgrading
technology.

From Page 1

House Minority Leader Lois
Frankel said during a Democratic
caucus Tuesday morning that
Republican leaders,had approached
some Democrats offering key committee assignments if they switched
their votes.
Democrats had no hope of stopping the measure, but planned to
offer an amendment to replace the
Republican resolution.
That measure says that the Legislature resolves that it "take no
action to interfere with the lawful ongoing election process created prior to the election of Nov.
7, 2000."
The Senate, where Republicans
hold a 25-15 majority, wasn't set
to meet until Wednesday. Its leader
Senate President John McKay, was
more reluctant in predicting whether
a final vote would be taken there.
"If we have to act we will,
and if we don't have to act we
KSU alumnus who is deputy direc- won't, because there are not going
tor of Kentucky Educational Tele- to be 6 million votes cast aside,"
McKay said Monday night.
vision in Lexington.
Republicans have contended the
Wilson said the newly constituted board has had its time and U.S. Constitution authorizes the
attention consumed in dealing with Legislature to name the state Electoral College voters if the conthe school's chaotic finances.
over disputed ballots is
troversy
State auditors have been reconby the courts by the
settled
not
structing financial records, which
were in disarray. A lack of finan- time the electoral votes are countcial controls came to light when ed by Congress, or if there's a
a former secretary in the controller's chance Congress could have two
office managed to steal $850,000 slates of votes to choose from.
Senate Majority Leader Jim
that should have been paid to venKing,
one of McKay's top lieudors.
tenants, said it would likely take
When he is trying to raise a Gore concession and an end to
money for the university, prospec- the court cases to stop the Legtive donors ask him about the islature.
school's finances, not about Reid's
"If the Supreme Court came
fate, Wilson said. "They want to out and found the Florida Supreme
contribute to a financially solvent Court erred and we were told Vice
institution, and we are," he said. President Gore were going to say,
Reid said the regents' vote was 'I've capitulated,' we'd probably
a "great __victory'2_ for _himself and _ hold back," said King, a Jackallies on the campus who he said sonville Republican.
are trying to "turn around a very
But even then, King said if
troubled university."
anyone pressed forward with any
He has repeatedly claimed that of the lawsuits leaving the count
his management problems were in doubt, the Legislature probably
caused by the lackness of his pre- would continue on its course.
decessors.
Senators were getting _the, day
Reid said he has a strategic off Tuesday. to Watch the Houge
plan to "guarantee that the uni- debate. The Senate Republicans
versity will never slip back into were to spend pan- of -the- day
the inefficiency it once had."
being briefed by sympathetic con-

stitutional lawyers who will prepare them for their debate.
House members were going
through their planned speeches late
into the night Monday. Under rules
specially adopted for this partictr- lar debate, the chamber was splitting its' debate into 2 1/2 hours
for each side, with the leaders of
each party allotting their own
party's time.
Republicans were expected to
argue that without legislative intervention, all of Florida's 6 million
voters could be disenfranchised.
Democrats split up their debate
time partly based on expertise and
partly on each member's constituency.
For example, Haitian-American
Rep. Philip Brutus was tapped to
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voted heavily for Bush. "If you
don't listen to them, you'll be
home. Someone else will be listening to them."
Stansel's willingness to cross
party lines stood out in the political and legal controversy that has
stretched from county canvassing
boards scattered across in Florida
to the rarified precincts of the
Supreme Court in Washington —
and the sidewalk outside, peopled
with protesters.
In yet another development, the
state Supreme Court issued a clarification — requested by the U.S
Supreme Court a week ago — to
its ruling that extended the time
available for counties to report
election results.
On a ruling of 6-1, the court
said it acted "based on longstanding
rules of statutory construction,"
meaning it ruled after reviewing
state --taw-and-The apparent canfilets it contains.
Evidently rebutting critics who
said it had gone well beyond that,
the state court said it had not.
The ruling extending the time for
vote counts to Nov. 26 "was not
_a new 'deadline' and haS no _effect
on future 'rulings,- it wrote. "It
was simply a date in accordance
with the requirements that had
been established prior to the elec-

From Page 1
of Murray Middle School on Main
Street from 10 a.m. to noon.
In addition, if any churches in
the Murray area wish to collect
items, these organizations will collect them and deliver them to
Need Line.
For more information, call
Corky Broughton at 270-762-6124.
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Florida court acted in reference to
a federal law, "it presents now a
federal question for us to determine."
O'Connor said she was concerned that the Florida court's ruling did not fully acknowledge that
its earlier recount decision had
been set aside by the U.S. Supreme
Court.
She noted that the Constitution
gives state legislatures the authority to control the choice of presidential electors. "Does that not
mean that a court has to ... give
special deference to a legislature's
choices insofar as a presidential
election is concerned?" she asked.
But Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg questioned why the nation's
highest court should override the
Florida high court's interpretation
of state law and "say what the
Florida law is."
_Boies said the state court was
not making new law but interpreting
laws passed by the state legislature. Olson countered that the Florida court made a "new wholesale,
post-election revision" of state election law and -wrenched it completely out of the election code."

Klock goofs on names

• MS

31TOMORROW ONLY!
JUNIORS
SPORTSWEAR

tion" and designed to construe all
provisions of state law "as a consistent whole."
The lone dissenter was Chieflustice Charles T. Wells, who opposed
issuing a new opinion while the
justices in Washington had the
election case before them. It was
the second time Wells dissented
in a ruling of the court where he
presides. He was one of three justices to depart from the 4-3 opinion ordering the recounts to resume.
The legal arguments before the
nation's highest court Monday were
lively as the justices directed questions at Bush's attorney, Ted Olson;
Harris lawyer Joseph Klock, and
Gore attorney David Boies. Some
justices suggested a recount would
amount to a change in law and
others worried that the use of varying standards in examining ballots
would be unfair.
_Justices Sandra Day, O'Connor
and Anthony M. Kennedy — the
two main swing votes — asked
many of the questions.
Kennedy began by asking,
"Where's the federal question
here?" But later he answered his
own question, saying that if the

WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney Joseph Klock said Tuesday it
was just plain weariness that
caused him to slip up on the names
of two Supreme Court justices in
arguing about Florida's vote count
before the high court.
"I was so tired that I was happy
I didn't call one of them 'Justice

tdowahares
CHRISTMAS
BLOWOUT
MISSES
SPORTSWEAR

talk about the irony of people who Legislature's action may invite even
come to the country from other further court action.
The resolution, which names
lands that look to the United States
for help with their own elections. the same 25 Republican electors
;certified by Secretary o(
Ditrills a strategy session in already
State
Katherine Harris and sent
which Democrats were refining
each other's speeches, Brutus said by Florida to the National Archives
many of his constituents in Miami's last month as the state's chosen
Little Haiti fled their homeland electors, was approved by comseeking democracy, and now are mittees in both chambers Monday.
The Senate's Ethics and Elecfaced with having their votes taken
tions
panel approved the slate 4in a "legislative coup d'etat."
3 on a straight party-line vote. In
The resolution the Legislature the House, Democrat Rep. Dwight
is considering won't need the sig- Stansel crossed the aisle to vote
nature of Gov. Jeb Bush, the can- with Republicans in a 5-2 vote,
didate's younger brother, because saying his district went for Bush
it is a resolution expressing the and so he had to too.
desire of lawmakers, not a bill
Stansel and Democratic Rep.
that changes state law. But for Will Kendrick are expected to vote
that reason, Democrats say the with Republicans.
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Gore," said Klock, representing
Florida Secretary of State Katherine Harris, who has certified
George W. Bush as the winner of
Florida's electoral votes.
In Monday's tense hearing that
could wind up deciding whether
Bush or Al Gore becomes the next
president, Klock slipped twice. He
addressed John Paul Stevens as
"Justice Brennan" (who died in
1997) and called David Souter
"Justice Breyer,- a reference to fellow Justice Stephen G. Breyer.
Said Souter: "I'm Justice Souter.
You've got to cut that out."
Replied the abashed Klock: "I
will now give up."
That brought laughter, and
caused Justice Antonin Scalia,
when his turn came, to say, "Mr.
Klock, I'm Scalia."
Questioned Tuesday about the
mixup on ABC's "Good Morning
America," Klock shook his head
and said he was awfully tired, and
anyway, "I'm not very good with
names."

• Minger
From Page 1
deprivation of life without due
process, fraud and loss of consortium, leaving only the suit's
first two counts for consideration.
Count one alleges violations of
the Federal Fair Housing Act and
the Kentucky Civil Rights Act
against MSU. Count two alleges
disability discrimination regarding
public accommodations in violation of the Americans With Disabilities Act and the Kentucky
Civil Rights Act against the university.
The two remaining allegations
stem from the fact that Minger
was diagnosed as having dyslexia, a spatial perception and orientation problem and attention deficit
order.
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Mrs. Aileen C. Fronke
Mrs. Aileen C.,Fronke, 91, Murray, died Monday, Dec. 1 I 200. at 3:12
p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A nurses aid, she was of Methodist faith. She was born Nov. 30, 1909,
in Napier, Tenn.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Dr. Hugh Lacy Oakley

Norman Lee

Ike

•
funeral for Dr. Hugh Lacy
Oakley will be Wednesday at 11
a.m. at First Baptist Church. Dr.
Greg Earwood and Dr. Wendell
Ray will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 4 to 9 p.m.
Gary Dale Kirks, 38, Texarkana, Ark., died Wednesday, Dec. 6, 2000,
today (Tuesday) and at the church
at 11 p.m. at Wadley Hospital, Texarkana.
from 10 to 11 am. Wednesday.
He was born Dec. 5, 1962, in Calloway County.
Expressions of sympathy may be
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
made to First Baptist Church, 203
South 4th St., Murray, KY 42071 or
the Hugh Oakley Scholarship Fund,
Mrs. Lottie Crowe Humphries, 78, Princeton Road, Cerulean, died Sat- c/o Murray State Alumni Associaurday, Dec. 9, 2000, at 12:50 p.m. at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Janay tion, Development and Alumni AfH. McKee, Murray. Her death followed a brief illness.
fairs, P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY
She had retired after 25 years of service from the old International Shoe 42071-0009.
Company. She was a member of Mt. Cannel United Methodist Church in
Dr. Oakley, 88, Olive Boulevard,
Christian County.
Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 10,
Her husband, Stanley Humphries, died in 1982. Born Feb. 26, 1922, in 2000, at 8 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Christian County, she was the daughter of the late J.T. Crowe and Margie County Hospital.
Fuller Crowe.
He had retired July 1, 1977, as
Survivors include her daughter, Mrs., Janay H. McKee and husband, dean of college of industry and
John, Murray; two grandchildren, Mrs. Amy Boike, Mattoon, Ill., and Eric technology at Murray State UniverMcKee, Murray; one great-grandchild, Ian Boike, Mattoon, III.; one sister, sity after service at Murray State
Mrs. Pearlie Humphries, Hopkinsville.
since 1946. On April 25, 1992, the
The funeral is at noon today in the chapel of Hughart & Beard Funeral applied sciences building on the
Home, Hopkinsville. Andy S. Humphries and David Morrison are officiat- MSU campus was named and dediing. Burial will follow in Mt. Cannel Cemetery there.
cated as the Hugh L. Oakley ApExpressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County plied Sciences building. He is recHospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
ognized as the founder of the college of industry and technology at
MSU. He received his bachelor of
Mrs. Nancy L. Hendricks, 96, Cadiz, mother of Ernest Hendricks of science degree from Western KenMurray, died Monday, Dec. 11, 2000, at 12:15 a.m. at Shady Lawn Nurs- tucky College, Bowling Green, and
his master's and doctor's degree
ing Center, Cadiz.
Her husband, Clifton Eldridge Hendricks, died Feb. 26, 1979. Also pre- from University of Missouri at Coceding her in death were one daughter, Martha Stephens, one son, Arlon lumbia. His early teaching was in
(Bud) Hendricks, one stepson, Terry Hendricks, two grandchildren, David Georgetown and Lexington.
Dr. Oakley served as a member
Stephens and Sandra West, three sisters, Gertie Wallis Thomas, Johnnie
Wallis Baggett and Kathryn Wallis Williams; twin brother, Denny P. Wal- of Murray-Calloway County Airport Board since its inception in
lis.
Born June 13, 1904, in Trigg County, she was the daughter of the late 1958, and as chairman from 1968 to
Will Wallis and Suddie Marlowe Wallis:-She was- the-eldest member-of- - 1991,.The board changed the_name
of the airport to Kyle-Oakley Field
Calvary Missionary Baptist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Margaret Henderson and husband, in 1985 in honor of Oakley and the
Melvin, Hopkinsville; six sons, Charles (Snookie) Thomas and wife, Lil, late Verne Kyle.
The Murray man served as an ofMonaca, Penn., James W. Hendricks and wife, Katherine, Cadiz, Garner T.
ficer
in the United States Navy from
Hendricks and wife, Doris, Richland, Mo., Ernest Hendricks and wife,
Ernestine, Murray, Malcolm Ray Hendricks and wife, Shirley, Dallas, 1941 to 1946. He was a member of
Texas, and Jack T. Hendricks and wife, Barbara, Hopkinsville; son-in-law, several educational and industrial
arts associations; member and past
Robert Stephens Sr., Cadiz. Also surviving are 25 grandchildren, Will, Max, Rosemary, Jay, Gor- president of Murray Rotary Club;
don, Clayton, Sheila, Alan, Jeff, Beverly, Jimmy, Terry and Barry Hen- had an honorary doctoral degree in
dricks, Kim Eckstein, Randy Henderson, Regina Decker, Paula Case, Jean science conferred on him in May
1978 by Murray State University.
Pierson, Jane Plunkett, Rita Downs, Marilyn Dumas, Tony and Robert SteDr. Oakley was a member of First
phens, Jr., Debbie Alvarez and Mary Elizabeth Fuhrman; 48 great-grand- Baptist Church where he has served
children; six great-great-grandchildren.
as a deacon, trustee, Sunday School
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Fu- superintendent
and teacher, director
neral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Marshall Fortner and the Rev. Gary Heath
of Church Brotherhood and on variwill officiate. Music will be by the choir of Calvary Missionary Baptist ous
other committees.
Church.
Born Nov. 12, 1912, in Cadiz. he
Sons and grandsons will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Trigg was
the son of the late Hugh Oakley
Memory Acres, Cadiz.
and Elizabeth Jane Leneave Oakley.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.

Norman Lee, 92, Rayburn Roadt Murray, die,41 Monday, Qe..c. 11, 2000.
at 10:40 p.m. al-Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War H, he was a member of Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church.
Born Nov. 14, 1908, in Ballard County, he was the son of the late David
Sid Lee and Vivian Simmons Lee. Also preceding him in death were two
brothers, James Lee and Kenneth Lee.
Mr. Lee is survived by his wife, Mrs. Reba M. Sims Lee, to whom he
was married Sept. 16, 1953.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Gary Dale Kirks

George Thomas Bonner

Mrs. Lotte Crowe Humphries

Mrs. Nancy L. Hendricks

Grand Opening
N11 Dal;
vecember

HUGH LACY OAKLEY
Josephine Ellis Oakley, to whom he
was married Aug. 20, 1940; one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Jo McMaster
and husband, Darrell, Dallas, Texas;
one son, Dr. George C. Oakley and
wife, Patsy, Murray; two granddaughters, Mary Katherine Oakley
and Elizabeth Oakley Wells, and
one grandson, Hugh Everett Wells,
all of Nashville, Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Tyline Morris, Evansville,
Ind.. and Mrs. Pansey Morris,
Cadiz.

Woman: Henry
not complying
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
woman accused Lt. Gov. Steve
Henry of failing to comply with
an - out-of-court- -settlement over
some property the two bought, the
Courier-Journal reported in Monday's editions.
Nancy A. Owens, a former friend
and business associate of Henry's,
asked to claim her share of 256
acres in Jefferson and Bullitt counties, whicli she and Henry -bought
in 1993. They intended to sell the
land at no profit to Future Fund
Inc., a non-profit group Henry
founded that year to preserve natural areas along Floyds Fork, a
creek in eastern Jefferson County.

Graveside services for orge Thomas Bonner will be Wednesday at 11
a.m. at Barnett Cemetery in Calloway County. The Rev. Dennis Norvell
will officiate.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Bonner, 75, Atlantic Beach, Fla., formerly of Murray, died Friday,
Dec. 8, 2000, at Baptist Medical Center, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.
He was a civil engineer for CSX Railroad. Born Jan. 28, 1925, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Cratus Bonner and Mary Susan
Blalock Bonner.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Evans Bonner; four daughters,
Mrs. Susan Brooks, Durham, N.C., Mrs. Cathy Frye, Knoxville, Tenn.,
Mrs. Jennifer Bailey, Montgomery, Ala., and Mrs. Melissa Moreland, Keystone Heights, Fla.; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Anne Williams and Mrs. Retta
Syress, both of Benton, and Mrs. Patty Beach, Murray; one brother, Max
Bonner, Murray.
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

HILLIARD
DONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best Inuestment Is You.
J.J.B. Hilliard, WA... Lyons, Inc.• Member NYSE and SIPC

ATTENTION

BUSINESS &
INDUSTRY

Free Gifts
Door

14th

Prizes

Fueled-By Excellence Since 1924

OneSource Computing,Inc.
Sales•Service• Networking
Phone: 270-759-1111 Fax: 270-759-9999

Please come help us celebrate our expansion!
Our new offices are located at

(formerly Benton Service Oil Co.)
Blake Anderson, Division Manager
307 N. Main Street
Benton, Kentucky

We offer a full line of commercial
and industrial lubricant products.

Chevron

905 Arcadia Circle
across from the new city park.

Drawings for a FREE
Scanner and Printer
'Tours
&
Snael6

You can tour our new facilities and enjoy refreshments. Ask
There will be many FREE gifts, various door prizes, the
and drawings for a FREE scanner and printer. Experts

Certified Professional Service

Shell
Terry Collier, Lubricants Manager
14 Years Experience

David Henderson, Delivery & Sales
10 Years Experience
Serving . . . Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee & Missouri

Call Terry Collier at

270-527-3218 or
888-422-8474, ext. 13
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Chicago Sun-Times
The U.S. Supreme Court fortunately has acted
to rein in the out-of-control Florida soap opera.
The divided 5-4 decision reflects the national divisions over the presidential race. But four justices
of the Florida Supreme Court had left ,the nation's
highest court with no choice.
The 4-3 Florida decision had set off a mad
scramble for dimpled chads, pregnant chads, hanging chads, this chad, that chad and any chad to
determine who won the state's vital electoral votes.
The Florida justices had recklessly ignored higher legal authority and the law to plunge the election and the future of the presidency into uncertainty and perhaps a constitutional crisis.
The Seattle Times
The Florida Supreme Court had two jobs to do
— interpret the election law and provide effective
relief. It did the first job well and the second so
miserably it is hard to imagine a worse result.
... what the nation wanted was finality in Gore
v. Bush. Here the majority bungled the job.
... the dissenters concluded it is too late to provide effective , relief. They counted the days and
wisely chose conclusion over chaos. Their view
should have prevailed. Without a statewide standard for divining the intent of the voter, any hand
recount would be seen by the loser and his supporters as illegitimate.
The Star-Ledger of Newark, NJ.
It is easy in this chaotic atmosphere of continuously shifting legal decision& to _forget that _the
issue is not the right of George W. Bush or Al
Gore to be president: it is about the right of voters to decide who will be the president.
At some point, the hysteria has to stop and the
spin machines have to be turned off. Neither party
has a right to the kind of righteous certainty we
have been hearing. ...
Let us hope the U.S. Supreme Court can act
quickly and the votes can be counted in time to
meet the constitutional standard.
The loser can then acknowledge a heartbreakingly close loss and tell his supporters to understand that it is over.
Nov. 6 - Star Tribune of Minneapolis, on
global warming:
There is much to debate .about global warming:
the probable shape of its regional impacts, the
most fltomising ways to avert catastrophe — even,
in some respects, the precise mechanisms by which
human activities warm and cool the earth.
But the persistence of such uncertainties is no

justification for misusing them, as some self-styled
and self-serving skeptics do, to dispute more fundamental and established facts: that the earth is
warming in a rapid and abnormal way, that burning of coal, oil and natural gas is largely to blame,
that the need to reverse this trend is urgent.
Notable among these challengers are George W.
Bush and his environmental advisers, who offer a
view even the oil companies and automakers have
abandoned. The earth's warming trend has been
clearly established, they say, but the causes have
not — and therefore the responses can largely be
postponed.
It's an argument that may be comforting to voters who sense a day of reckoning over the energy-gobbling American lifestyle and wish to postpone it. But the room for making this case has
been narrowed again by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change.
In its third consensus report on global warming, this group of top climate scientists has concluded that world temperatures may rise much farther and faster than seemed probable just five
years ago. The panel has also abandoned its earlier hedging about human causation, asserting that
greenhouse gases from industry and autos have
"contributed substantially to the observed warming
over the last 50 years."
It is important to note that this panel is not on
the cutting edge of climate science, but rather on
its trailing end. Its assignment is to review research,
not conduct it; its members come from a professional community devoted to disproof and rivalry,
_and. from.nations whose economies have much at
stake.
Its conclusions are subject to further review by
hundreds of other scientists and more than 150
governments, all empowered to influence the final
report.
That version will not be finished until early
next year. But the draft, whose main assessments
are considered unlikely to change, was slipped to
news media in advance of next week's international conference on global warming.
- At that meeting, in The Hague, national governments will try again to work out ways of reducing greenhouse gases as envisioned by the Kyoto
Protocol of 1997.
The questions before the delegates have only
grown more contentious with time: How much
-reliance should be placed on recapturing emissions, rather than reducing them?
How large a role should be given to market
mechanisms, as opposed to government controls?
And, biggest of all, how should cleanup responsibilities be apportioned among the nations? ...

Swing voters to watch
WASHINGTON (AP) — Just
as the long, indecisive political campaign was a battle for the center
of the American electorate, the
Supreme Court case that could
pick a winner was fought on middle ground.
The first questions during Monday's historic oral arguments in
Bush v. Gore came from the court's
centrists, Justices Anthony Kennedy
and Sandra Day O'Connor.
The two justices, each appointed by former President Reagan,
joined the court's three most conservative members to bring the election case back before the court, a
major victory for Republican Bush.
Now that their votes are tantamount to putting Bush in the White
House, there is no guarantee that
either Kennedy or O'Connor will
vote the same way.
"Kennedy and O'Connor are the
most likely to cross to Gore's
position," said New York University law professor Stephen Gillers,
although he didn't rule out a change
of heart by Chief Justice William
Rehnquist.
The nation's highest court split
5-4 Saturday in voting to stop
Florida hand counts, along a line
that was ideological if not plainly partisan. All five in the majority were named to the court by
Republican presidents, while the
four dissenters included two named
by Republicans and two by President Clinton.
Kennedy began the session Monday with a hard question for Bush
lawyer Theodore Olson.
"Can you begin by telling us
.our federal jurisdiction?" Kennedy
asked. "Where's the federal question here?"
In other words, why should the
Supreme Court be involved in a
fight between branches of the Florida government?
O'Connor followed up with a
question about ,the extent of
Supreme Court review of the decision made by a trial judge in
Florida.
A former state GOP legislator
and state-level judge, O'Connor
has a range of experience applic-

Even without the red velvet suit
and Fur-trimmed hat, Leonard
Hobbs is pegged as Santa Claus
wherever he goes. With flowing
white beard, twinkling blue eyes,
and jolly round belly, he's a dead
ringer for Saint Nick. In fact,
Leonard looks so much like .old
Kris Kringle that the closer it gets
to Dec. 25 - kids in his neigh- and a nod.
When asked what kinds of items
borhood stop by to give him daily
updates on whether they have been are typically left for him on Christmas Eve, Leonard reels off a list
naughty or nice.
Leonard has been playing Santa that starts with cookies, apples and
for about 30 years now. The char- carrots. He confides that one year
acter has become so integral to a family left a whole bowl of
his naturally generous, cheerful eggnog for the reindeer. He let
spirit, he often wears a red jump- them drink it, without knowing it
suit with "Santa Claus" embroidered was spiked. "I had a terrible time
on the pocket. When he visits a the rest of the night trying to get
restaurant or goes to a mall, chil- the right house I told them the Smith
dren tug at their mother's sleeves house, and they misunderstood me
and point. The brave ones come and lit on the other house. That
up and tell him what they want was a mess," he chuckles.
Children who don't have chimfor Christmas.
Even grownups share their yule- neys often worry that Santa will
tide wishes. "Anywhere, anyplace not be able to deliver on ChristI go," Leonard says, "they want mas Eve. When they share their
Jag-wires and blondes. You name fears, Leonard reassures them he
has a special way of entering homes.
it, I get asked for it."
And it doesn't stop when the "It's magic," he tells them. "Christholidays are over, since some peo- mas is the only time I use my
ple demand to know why they magic," he goes on. "It's the only
didn't get what was on their list. time I fly."
The rest of the year Leonard
"Must've fell out of the sled, I
guess," is "Santa's" usual response. Hobbs gets around in a Windstar
He has a quick answer for every van. Not surprisingly, it's a deep,
question. He keeps the reindeer at dark red with a license plate that
the North Pole, not at his trim, says "Santa I" and a bumper stickwell-kept home on the outskirts er that claims, "My other car is
of Elizabethtown, Ky. "If I let a sleigh."
All year round, Leonard Hobbs'
them roam," he explains, "these
hunters around here'd have rein- house is awash in Santa- trinkets,
deer on their table."
but the most startling object' in
And though the elves are very the living room is something he
helpful in making some of the calls his "coffin table." It is a
toys, when things get really busy custom-made coffin in the oldsometimes Santa purchases what fashioned toe-pincher style and
he needs to make dreams come decorated with hand-painted illustrue for good little boys and girls. trations of reindeer, holly and Santa
"I had to go out the other day in his sled.
and buy 35 bears and a bunch of
"I have my own headstone too."
musical instruments," he reports. Leonard declares. "It has Santa
When that happens, he is careful Claus and his sled and eight reinto talk in a loud voice at the deer over a scene with a little
cheek-out counter, saying things boy waving at him." On the other
like, "Boy, I need a lot of help side is a portrait of Leonard and
this year. The elves just can't make his little granddaughter sitting on
all these toys and I have to have his knee with his Santa suit. The
a little help from Walmart."
inscription? "I enjoyed the ride."
"I think the kids understand
About the gravestone and the
that," he tells me with a wink coffin, Leonard says. "It's some-

thing I always wanted - a wooden coffin, decorated."
He wants an old-fashioned funeral too, and he's made arrangements with a local mortuary for
that - with some unique specifications. "I will be buried in my
Santa suit," he states, "and I'll be
taken to the cemetery in my friend's
pick-up truck."
During services, Leonard has
requested that country music be
played, including Vince Gill's"High
on the Mountain" At the end, he
wants the mourners to hear his
all-time favorite, "On the Road
Again."
The retired trucker will be laid
to rest in his west Kentucky hometown of Yeaman, where his grandfather and grandmother once owned
a store. "For me it was the only
place in the world," he says.
Though some people consider
_ it morbid to think ahead about the
end of life, Leonard Hobbs believes
it makes good sense. "I did it
because I knew what I wanted,"
he declares "And now nobody has
to go pick out something and say,
`Well, I think he'd like that.' I
know I'll like it. I'm enjoying it
right now, sitting in my living
room."
Leonard owns up that his wife
"wasn't that crazy about me getting it, but she kind of realized I
was very serious I was going to
get it regardless of what she said.
She definitely was not crazy about
putting it in the living room," he
goes on. "But it's in the living
room and it really doesn't bother
her. She's used to it by now, it's
just another piece of furniture."
And what does Leonard say if
kids in the neighborhood see
"Santa's" coffin and begin to doubt?
"As long as you believe, there
will be a Santa Claus," he promises. "As long as you believe."

Insurance battle ongoing

AP ANALYSIS
ANNE GEARAN
Associated Press Writer
able to the case. The nine justices will decide whether to overturn or uphold the Florida Supreme
Court's decision to start a new round
of hand counts of disputed ballots.
"I have the same problem Justice Kennedy does. apparently,"
O'Connor said at one point in
questioning Olson. suggesting the
Bush lawyer had not plainly made
his points about the duties of the
Florida Legislature and court system.
O'Connor called Gore lawyer
David Boies on the carpet on a
similar issue.
"I'm sorry. You are responding
as though there were no special
burden to show some deference
to legislative choices in this one
context," she said."Not when courts
review laws generally, for general elections, but in the context of
selection of presidential electors.
isn't there a big red flag up there,
'Watch Out?"
Kennedy had already jumped
on Boies. cutting him off after
only a few words of introduction
to ask the same question he had
posed first to Olson: Does the
Supreme Court have jurisdiction?
Kennedy also quizzed lawyers
for both candidates about what
standards should he used for
recounts.
If the court is looking for a
way out of the case, the justices
might decide to send the case back
to Florida courts with instructions
to set vote-counting standards. That
would be a partial victory for
Gore.
Bush lawyers argued ahead of
Monday's session that the Florida
recounts have applied an unfair
"crazy quilt" of differing standards
to the basic question of what constitutes a vote.

A year-round Santa Claus

Kennedy asked Boies a series
of questions about how counties
or individual vote-checkers established standards and asked incredulously at one point, "so that even
in one county. it could vary from
table to table — 'I'm counting
these ballots, you're counting this
one?' "
No doubt aware that the court's
integrity and independence are on
the line, all the justices seemed
to word their questions very carefully. Kennedy and O'Connor, particularly, seemed to go out of their
way not to indicate that their minds
were made up, said Georgetown
University constitutional scholar
Richard Lazarus, who was in the
courtroom.
"They very much wanted to
leave the impression they had concerns about the argument being
made by both sides," Lazarus said.
Lazarus saw that as windowdressing to obscure what others
inevitably would see as a starkly
partisan vote. But he said that he.
too, thought that a legacy-minded
Rehnquist might change his vote
to avoid tarnishing the court.
The court startled even many
of its closest students by agreeing
to hear the case, which could mean
a quick Bush victory if the court
strikes down the Florida decision.
In recent years, O'Connor and
Kennedy have sided with the court's
three most conservative jurists in
a series of 5-4 rulings championing state power over that of the
federal government.
In the most recent court term.
20 of 73 signed decisions were
reached by 5-4 votes, the highest
percentage of one-vote outcomes
in more than a decade, with O'Connor and Kennedy joining the Rehnquist bloc in 13 of those votes.

It has been six years since Kentucky embarked on a bold attempt
ANALYSIS
.
to bring affordable health insurance to every Kentuckian and especially to an estimated 400,000 Kentuckians who lacked any form of
TODD DUVALL
health insurance at all.
Syndicated Columnist
Led by then Gov. Brereton Jones,
a reluctant General Assembly
risk pool of the most seriously ill initially. Eventually, that number
rewrote the health insurance laws
and
disabled who lack insurance could climb to as high as 5,000
in Kentucky, created programs for
individuals and small businesses coverage or who have been reject- people.
In all probability, that number
to obtain health care coverage, and ed for coverage by insurers. The
sought to provide affordable insur- hope is that Kentucky Access even- may be optimistically low. Even
ance to the uninsurable with chron- tually will be able to offer its though individuals with severe disic illnesses by putting them togeth- members insurance coverage at 10 abilities or chronic illnesses are
er with state and local govern- percent less than private insurance. free to maintain coverage through
ment employees in a giant pool And there is hope that the grad- the two private insurers in the
that was supposed to use its sheer ual return of insurance companies state offering it, the bet is that
size to lower the cost of insur- offering individual policies to tbe most or all ultimately will switch
Kentucky market will bring savance.
to Kentucky Access.
It all sounded wonderful on ings through competition.
The private insurers have every
There
are
plenty
of
skeptics
paper. And it failed miserably.
incentive
to encourage them to do
that
Kentucky
Access
will
do
what
Health insurance companies fled
just
that,
since even high premiprevious
efforts
failed
to
accomthe state in droves until only two
were left providing insurance for plish. Unfortunately, they have his- ums rarely pay for the medical
care those individuals require on
individuals and that at huge cost. tory on their side.
Even with state subsidies, the a regular and on-going basis.
The giant insurance pool hemorrhaged money and had to be aban- premiums for Kentucky Access are
So it is a fair assumption that
high and mean that many of the Kentucky Access soon enough will
doned.
Last week, the latest effort to most seriously ill or disabled will be the only real source of insurprovide the uninsurable with health have a hard time making the month- ance for those most in need of it.
care coverage was unveiled with ly payments. If they are not poor
Every Kentuckian should hope
much hope and enthusiasm — and enough to be covered by Medicthat Kentucky Access works and
an initial outlay of more than $40 aid, Kentucky Access, even with
that its expenses don't run away
million, a large part of it from lower premiums than private insurKentucky's share of the national ers, may be beyond their means. with the budget, because every
State Insurance Commissioner one of us is subject to the kinds
settlement with cigarette manufacturers to cover health-related costs George Nichols, who is leaving of illnesses and disabilities that
to the state over decades of smok- his post at the end of this month are ruinously expensive.
But I have a feeling Kento return to the private sector,
ing.
Called Kentucky Access, the pro- expects about 1,200 Kentuckians tucky's six-year-old battle with
gram essentially is another high- will enroll in Kentucky Access health insurance isn't over yet.

Letters ...
Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray. KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to
(270) 753-1927.
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BIRTHS

JO'S DATEBOOK

Avery Frank Bacon
Bryan and Leila Bacon of Mayfield are the parents of a son, Avery
Frank Bacon, born on Tuesday. Nov. 15, 2000, at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed eight pounds eight ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Leila Umar. A sister is Hillary, 6,
and a brother is Marshall, 4.
Grandparents are Farouk and DeeAnn Umar of Murray and Libby
Bacon of Madisonville.
Great-grandparents are Opal Milligan of Murray and Elizabeth
Mullins of Ashland.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
We have all been warned to watch our purses when we are
out shopping during this holiday season. It is so easy to put
our purse in the shopping cart while we are shopping.
I was reminded while shopping over the weekend to exercise
extreme caution concerning our purses or purchases. One person reportedly was placing her packages from her shopping
cart into the trunk of her car. The person had left her purse
in the shopping cart and someone attempted to take her purse
while she was bent over unloading her purchases.
Many of us get our walking in by going down every aisle
in the grocery or any other store, and for many of us our
purses are so heavy, it is a relief to place them in the shopping cart. Just remember to attach them to the infant baby
strap on the cart or keep the purse handle over one hand.

Enrichment Class plans registration
Registration for Murray City Schools' January intersession enrichment classes will be today (Tuesday) and Wednesday from 7:30
a.m. to 6 p.m. at the Murray Board of Education, 208 South 13th
St., Murray.

MMS Band Concert tonight
Murray Middle School Band Concert will be tonight (Tuesday)
at 7 p.m. at MMS gym. Featured will be the Sixth, Seventh and
Eighth Grade Bands, Jazz Band and a variety of small ensembles.
The public is invited to attend, according to Beth Stribling, director.

CCHS Band Boosters will meet
Calloway County High School Band Boosters will meet today
(Tuesday) at 5:30 p.m. at the school. Susan Williams, president,
urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Delta meeting Wednesday
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the club house. The program will be presented
by an ensemble from the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Hostesses will be Jan Hough, Rosa Crass and Janice Weaver.

CCHS Council will meet
-Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting Thursday at 3:15 p.m. at the
school. This will be for the purpose of reviewing the school report
card.

Open house at Glendale Place
Glendale Place, a Christian retirement community at 905 Glendale Rd., Murray, will have open house today (Tuesday) from 4
to 6 p.m. The public is invited.

4-H Dairy Club to meet today
Calloway County 4-H Dairy Club will meet today (Tuesday) at
5 p.m. at West Kentucky Exposition Center. Then on Thursday at
5 p.m. the club will meet.in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. Each child needs to bring a newly purchased children's
book to give to the Angel Clinic. For more information call Gary
Lawson at 489-2227.

Zeta meeting on Thursday
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will met Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be Edwina Garrison, Mayme Nell Staudacher, Dorothy McNabb and Mary Wells.

Dream Factory will meet
The Dream Factory of Murray will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at
AmeriHost Inn, North 12th Street. Anyone interested in helping
make dreams come true for the seriously ill children are invited.
For information call Debbie Adams, area coordinator, at 436-6295.
Donations may be mailed to P.O. Box 88, Murray, KY 42071.

Katelyn Grace Miller

GIVES PROGRAM...Sr. Margaret Ann Seasly, center, presented a program at the November meeting of Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club. Pictured at left is Susan
O'Neill and at right, Joanne Cohoon.

Sr. Margaret Ann Seasly of Paducah was the guest speaker at the
November meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held at the club house.
A licensed practical nurse, Sr.
Seasly is a licensed and national
certified massage therapist at the
Center for Healthy Living at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She has been employed at Lourdes since 1970 working in various departments and is presently
working in the Gerontology Unit

Need Line, in operation at its new temporary location at the
Ellis Center at 630 Nash Dr., Murray, will distribute Christmas
food baskets to families and persons who have received tickets or
signed up for Christmas food baskets on Wednesday from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Persons are asked to bring tickets given to them when
they signed up for the baskets.

20%
OFF
All Children's
Clothing
COrnMin

HEARING AID SALE
Custom Made-In The Ear

AIDS
HEARING
Coupon
With This

$650.00
and up
Expires Dec. 31, 2000

Chec k Out Our Completely-In -The-Canals Aids

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes

Call Today For Your Hearing Test!
SOLOIST...Gale Vinson was
soloist at November brunch
of Christian Women of Murray.
by Wednesday evening by calling
Freda Lovett at 753-3999 or Jo
Lovett at 753-4683.

(270) 753-8055
STONE-LANG CO.
Hearing Rehabilitation
210 South 12th • Murray

Estee Lauder
VANITY OF

VANITIES
Give her 30 colors to
play with...and more!

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the school media-center.

Collection worth 230.00

Just 39.50

Oaks ladies plan event
Ladies-of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge at 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday at the club. Hostess will be Pam Kelly, 753-9673.

Dexter town meeting Tuesday
Dexter will have its town meeting tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m.
at the Dexter Community Center. A potluck meal will be served.
This is open to all interested persons.

General.
Bridgestone,
Firestone &
Summit

with any Estee Lauder
fragrance purchase.
Inspire her playful side with an all-out color
collection of the hottest shades.
12 eyeshadows to create eye drama
2 eyeliner shades to emphasize eyes
4 nail colors for a stroke of brilliance
1 loose powder and fluffy puff for the perfect touch
4 shades of lipstick for sexy, shiny lips
3 shades of blush to glow on cheeks
1 mascara for a flurry of long lashes
Plus...A set of 3 professional makeup brushes, an ultra-cool, ultra-modern
vanity tray, a modern matching stand-up mirror and a sleek brush pouch.

Eastern Star plans meeting
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall. A potluck
supper will be served. Each one should bring canned food for
Need Line. Also an election for associate patron will be held.

support the
Santa Project
this Holiday Season!

in the hospital-based massage therapy program.
Sr. Seasly presented information on massage therapy and gave
a demonstration of self massage.
She was introduced.by Susan
O'Neill. Joanne Cohoon was hostess for the social hour.
The Delta Department will meet
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the club
house. A program of Christmas
music will be presented by the
Chorus of the Music Department
of the MWC.

Christian Women to meet
Christian Women of Murray
will have a brunch on Friday from
10 a.m. to noon at Green Horse
Restaurant, Murray.
Joetta Kelly, minister of preschool activities at First Baptist
Church, will be the featured speaker.
Mrs. Kelly is a graduate of
Murray State University and is married to Jim Kelly. She has also
been teacher for the former Murray Christian Academy here. A
talented artist, she has been recognized for many of her paintings.
Also featured will be a group
of performers from the production of"Heidi" now being presented
at Playhouse in the Park who will
present special selections. "Heidi"
will be presented at the Playhouse
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
at 7:30 p.m.
Another feature of the program
will be the annual auction of craft
items, baked goods, etc., brought
by those attending, according to
Effie Kemp, group chairman.
This brunch is open to all interested women and there are no
memberships or dues.
Reservations should be made

'Tis the Season!
You can make a child's days merry and bright.
Support yourfavorite charitable organization.

Seasly speaks to group

Need Line to distribute baskets

'Tis the
Season!

Alan and Emily Miller of 1307 Valley, Benton, are the parents of
a daughter, Katelyn Grace Miller, born on Sunday, Nov. 19, 2000, at
6:51 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds four ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Emily Mahan.
Grandparents are James and Joanne Mahan of Hazel and Ken and
Lagenia Miller of Farmington.

mititiEromm
MOCCASINS

Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
("ifts of Distinction from the Southwest

CASA DEL SOL

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133

305 S. 12th St.• Murray

Quantities are limited.
Offer good while
supplies last.
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Big second quarter lifts MIN
scorr

By
NANNEY
Lady Tigers 54
Sports Editor
St. Mary 38
For all of the offensive struggles the St.
Mary
9 13 24 — 38
Murray High Lady Tigers have had this
Murray
10 29 46 — 54
season, they weren't apparent in the sec- St. Mary (38) — Jenks 6, Wagner 7, Cvenond quarter of Monday's matchup with St. gros 2, Lane 6, Watson 9, Kinzeler 2, Shipp,
Mary.
Shoulta, Willet 6. FG: 16. 3-point FG: 2
Murray bombarded the Lady Vikings (Wagner 1, Watson 1). FT: 4-9. Record: 3-2.
with a 19-4 run in the second period, break- Murray (54) — Tripp 11, Alexander 12, As.
ing open a tight game and propelling it to Hood 10, D. Olive 8, Thompson 7, Adlich 2,
a 54-38 triumph at the MHS gymnasium. Sexton 2. FG: 20. 3-point FG: 2(Tripp 2). FT:
"I thought that we showed some patience 12-18. Record: 5-1.
and execution in that stretch," said Lady
The Lady Tigers flexed their muscles again
Tiger head coach Rechelle Cadwell of her
in
third period, building as much as a 30team's offense. "When we do that, we're
lead (43-13) and coasting to a 46-23
point
a very good team."
advantage
on the strength of a 17-10 scorThe Lady Tigers (5-1) struggled early
ing
edge.
and led just 10-9 after the first eight minSt. Mary's 10 third-quarter points seemed
utes of play, but began the second quarter
harmless
enough on the surface, but were
on fire, scoring 14 straight points.
alarming because they all came
somewhat
Senior forward Whitney Alexander keyed
the
final
5:08 of the period - capping
in
the scoring spurt, connecting on a jumper
a
10-3
run.
from the baseline to begin the quarter and
That could have been an ominous sign
also adding a free throw and a putback
for
Murray had the Lady Tigers not enjoyed
basket as MHS jumped out to a comsuch
a big lead at the time.
manding 24-9 advantage.
The Lady Vikings (3-2) narrowed the
Cadwell said Alexander's play — which
from Chaire
included a team-high 12 points — was a gap to 48-32 on a 3-pointer
4:49
remaining
in
the contest.
Watson
with
key to the Lady Tigers' offensive resurmomentum to outscore
St.
Mary
used
its
gence.
final eight minutes, but
"I felt like that Whitney played the type Murray 15-6 in the
enough
points to overcome
could
not
score
of game she's capable of," she explained.
the
early
deficit.
"She's the type of player that can get you
St: Mary's tOineback" attempt was neara double-double every time out.
ly
deja vu for Cadwell, who watched the
While the Murray offense was doing its
Lady
Tigers blow a big lead Friday night
thing, the Lady Tiger defense was busy
victoputting the clamps on a struggling St. Mary at Hickman before holding on for a
ry.
offense — whose only points of the quar"It truly felt like Friday night all over
ter came on a field goal from Ashley Jenks
again,"
Cadwell noted. "We talked about
and a pair offree throws from Jennifer Kinzelthe
mistakes
we made over there, but we
er as MHS led 29-13 at the intermission.
still had a little bit of a letdown ...We've

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
MEETING RESISTANCE...Murray High's Chelsee Thompson (10) tries to
get past St. Mary's Jackie Wagner (5) during first-half action Monday
night. The Lady Tigers stopped the Lady Vikings 54-38.
got to do a better job of staying patient
offensively and not letting a team get
back in the game. But I think that comes
with maturity '
Ashley Tripp followed Alexander with
11 points while Ashley Hood poured in
10 and Delanda Olive added eight. Murray connected on _18 shots fXom inside_
the arc and hit two 3-pointers. The Lady

Tigers were 12-of- IS. from the.free'throw
line.
Watson paced the Lady Vikings with
nine points while Jackie Wagner had seven.
Three othei s scored six points as St.
Mary knocked down 14 shots inside the
3-point aic and just two outside it. They
were _o_nlyy_4-of-19, from ihe_charity. stripe.

Rangers
break
bank for
A-Rod
DALLAS (AP)
Alex
Rodriguez and Manny Ramirez
were the big winners on baseball's biggest spending day ever.
Rodriguez got a record-shattering $252 million, 10-year deal
with the Texas Rangers on Monday, doubling the previous high
is sports history.
"I like to win," said Texas
owner Tom Hicks, who committed $2 million more to Rodriguez
than he did to buy the team and
its stadium three years ago. "I
like to build things, whether it's
a corporate acquisition or a chance
to win the World Series. These
things excite me."
A few hours later, Ramirez
reached a preliminary agreement
on a $160 million, eight-year contract with the Red Sox, according to a high-ranking baseball official familiar with the negotiations.
_ . That. was _alL part of
_.
lion spending spree by four teams
on four players that baseball executive vice president Sandy Alderson said put the game in a "crisis situation."
"It's incredible," Alderson said
"It's a straight upward trend that
doesn't look- like-it will augur at
all. Every club will be affected
by this."

Tigers shut down Cochran, Ross in 75-65 win
both had (38)," said Tiger head
basket for an easy layup with 47
Tigers 75
coach Dan Hudson. "We wanted
ticks remaining and Blake RaySt. Mary 65
to make one of their other guys
burn followed with a free throw
St. Mary
18 33 50 — 65
beat us, so I felt like we did a
Cole then put an exclamation point
14
30
49
—
75
Murray
pretty good job."
St. Mary (65) — Cochran 17, Gragg on the win with another layup in
The Tigers' top offensive threat, 2, Byrd, Ross 21, Colgan 15, Ken- the closing seconds.
point guard Kwen Trice, was held nedy 1, Roof 6, Ogden 1, Warren 2,
Hudson commended the. play of
to just 14 points. However, the 5- Baker, Thompson. FG: 20. 3-point Rayburn. whose 12 points put four
11 junior got something Cochran FG: 10 (Colgan 4, Ross 3, Cochran Tigers in double figures for the
and Ross didn't — help from his 2, Roof 1). FT: 15-23. Record: 2- first time this season.
4.
supporting cast.
"Blake really stepped up for
Center Daryl Cole and forward Murray (75) — Masthay 6, Cogdell us," Hudson noted. "He did a great
Anthony Cogdell scored 24 and 15, Cole 24, Trice 14, Kelleher, Ray- job not only, on offense, but on
15 points, respectively, to key the burn 12, French 2, Garland 2, Volp
defense as well. He was the one
Murray High offense, which came FG: 28. 3-point FG: 3(Trice 2, Ray- who guarded Cochran when (Tom)
to life in the final 1:23 to break burn 1). FT: 16-18. Record: 4-3.
Masthay fouled out.
open a close contest.
"You really need three guys
Trice began the game-ending
MHS led just 68-65 after a pair
who
can score in double figures,
run with a pair of tree throws,
of free throws from Cochran, but
and that's what we got ... We've
the Tiger offense took control down and then he let his teammates do got six guys who are capable of
the stretch — scoring seven straight the rest.
doing that on any given night,"
points to secure the victory.
Codgell found Cole under the he added.

•Four MHS
players score in
dou6le figures
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Stopping the St. Mary tandem
of forward Ryan Cochran and guard
Rod Ross is easier said than done.
The Murray High Tigers were
well aware of that fact, and it
paid off.
Murray's
defensive
effort
allowed the duo a combined 38
points and held the rest of the
Vikings' offense in check to claim
a 75-65 triumph Monday night at
the MHS gymnasium.
"Our goal was to limit Cochran
and Ross to 40 points, and they

IF.••• Wham,.

Murray (4-3) got off to a slow
start, falling behind by an 18-14
count in the first quarter and trailing 33-30 at the halftime break.
But the Tigers got on track in
the third period,cutting the St. Mary
lead to one on a bucket from
Cogdell to start the second half.
Two minutes later, Trice gave
MHS its first lead (38-37) on a
3-pointer. The lead changed hands
four times in the final five minutes of the quarter as the Vikings
held on to a slim 50-49 edge heading into the final eight minutes.
. The seesaw battle continued into
the fourth period as Rayburn nailed
a 3-pointer to put the Tigers back
on top.
Murray led 58-54 when Cogdell
stole a St. Mary pass and glided
in for a layup at the 5:35 mark.

The Tigers maintained a small
lead for the next three minutes
and appeared to put the game away
when Rayburn's 15-foot jumper
found its mark, extending the MHS
advantage to 66-61 with 2:01 showing.
However. Cochran pulled St.
Mary to within three points on
two occasions, giving the Vikings
an opportunity to pull out a win.
MHS connected on 25 shots from
inside the arc and nailed three 3pointers. The Tigers were 16-of18 from the free throw line.
John Colgan followed Cochran
and Ross in the St. Mary lineup
with 15 points. The Vikings' 20
field goals included a whopping
10 3-pointers. They were 15-of21 from the charity stripe.

Frew

MB-4
HUNTERS RUN
0-660
E-TON ATV'S
Fetes

Whaolc

DXL-90 Deluxe

E-TON ATV'S

STA-6 STA-1E•STA-8

D-810T

TXL-50

Layaway Now For Christmas!

MURRAY HOME S AUTO OUTDOOR DIVISION
Chestnut Street • Murray, Kentucky •(270) 753-2571
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Ttmes photo
DRIVE TIME...Murray High point guard Kwen Trice (10) works
to get around a St. Mary defender during the Tigers' 75-65
triumph over the Vikings Monday night.

Cunningham case reset
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Former Murray State men's basketball player Ray Cunningham will
be arraigned on Feb. 8. 2001.
On Monday,the Calloway County Circuit Court rescheduled the
Louisville native's court appearance. A pre-trial conference for
the case is scheduled for Jan. 2,
2001.
A fifth-year senior at MSU,
Cunningham was arresed in Sep-

tember on three charges involving
a female student. At that point,
he was suspended from the Racer
basketball team for three games.
One of the charges was dropped,
but a Calloway County grand jury
returned an indictment against Cunningham in late November. The
indictment included a second
female student.
He was again suspended from
the team, and was later dismissed
by :1 university Judicial Board.

'11

Lakers rout Providence 74-53
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PROVIDENCE, Ky. — Mitchell
-McClure fired- six 3-pointers for
28 points as a 27-13 third-quarter spurt helped the Calloway County Lakers pull away from itrovidence with a 74-53 win Monday.
Brady Harris added 13 points,
Patrick Greer scored 11 off the
bench and Clay Lamb tossed in
eight points on 4-of-5 shooting
along with eight rebounds and six
steals as the Lakers improved to
3-1 on the season.
"(Providence) is a tough place
to play, and although we led 82, we let them hang around in

the first quarter," said CCHS head
coach Terry-Birdsong after watching a 12-9 edge at the end of
the opening frame turn into a 3119 lead at halftime and a 58-32
advantage after three periods.
"We had a chance to put them
away, but our press really bothered them after that and we hit
four threes in the third quarter."
Derek Ray paced the host Bulldogs (4-4) with 19 points while
David Stafford and Cameron Crook
contributed 19 and 11 points,
respectively.
With six 3-pointers in back-toback outings against Caldwell
County and Providence, Birdsong

SCOREBOARD 1
Sponsored Is

Jay Boggess and Jimmy Bynum.
"Our guards are getting to the
basket and we're getting the ball
into the post, so the way we're
playing makes it harder to just
guard Mitchell," Birdsong said
"Everybody has run a box-andone against him, but that gives
us a chance to find other mismatches.
talks
about
"Everybody
Mitchell's threes, but he's also
been coming off screens for shots
and scoring off the dribble."
The Lakers return to action
Thursday versus Mayfield in a
said McClure has benefited from boys-girls doubleheader beginning
the penetration of Harris and guards at 6 p.m.

Lakers 74
Providence 53
12 31 58 — 74
Calloway
9 19 32— 53
Providence
Calloway County (74) — Harris 13,
McCallum 5, Lamb 8 Boggess 6,
McClure 28, Greer 11, Bynum 2,
Sexton 1, Overbey, Travis, Barrow,
Young, Walker, Jones. FG: 31. 3point FG: 8 (McClure 6, Hams 1,
Boggess 1). Fr: 4-13. Record: 3-1.
Providence (53) — Crook 11,
Sperry, Ray 19, Baker 4, Stafford
17, Drake 2, Starks. FG: 20. 3-point
FG: 2(Ray 1, Stafford 1). FT: 1112. Record: 4-4.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

Graves County 74
Lady Lakers 34
4 22 29 — 34
Calloway
21 35 61 — 74
Graves
Calloway County (34) — Ragsdale
3, Thomas 8. Williams 2, Prescott 2.
Stonecipher 2. Chadwick 2, Cunningham. Lamb, McCuiston 4, Morton 6, Rogers 2, Ross 3, White. FG:
11-33. 3-point FG: 2-10 (Morton 2)
FT: 10-12. Record: 3-3.
Graves County (74) — Bennett 6,
Flowers 6, Scoggins 9, Downing 6,
Allred 17, Bowman 6, Clapp 2,
Copeland 3, Cornn 15, Harrison 4,
Leonard, Taylor. FG: 31-42, 3-point
FG: 2-5(Downing 2). FT: 10-23. Record: 3-0.
within 35-22 at the half before being
outscored 26-7 in the third per od.

NATIONAL BASKETBALL LEAGUE

"When you play a quality team lenge for three quarters.
"Compared to what we did last
like Graves County, you have to
make sharp cuts, sharp passes and week,(Monday) was a step back,"
sharp decisions on defense, but Sivills said. "Our inside game was
non-existent — we have to find
when you have a lackluster per
formance like that, you're not going someone who wants to score in
the post.
to win."
"I'm hoping we can learn front
Jena Thomas paced the Lady
Lakers (3-3) with six points while this and that our better players
Raegan Morton sank a pair of 3- can pick it up in practice."
The Lady Lakers visit Mayfield
pointers off the bench as Sivills
turned to his reserves early in the Thursday, with upon' set for 7:30
contest. CCHS made just 11-of- p.m.
33 shots from the floor.
The 40-point loss came after Calloway emerged from the Honeywell Tournament in Metropolis, Ill.
having led throughout in taking
Marshall to the wire and giving
host Massac County a stiff chat-

forward,-earned Newcomer- of the -Week-- honors-for tallying 39 points and 22 rebounds in the two
victories last week.
- Three Murray State
BRENTWOOD, Term.
Meanwhile Lady Racer senior center Monika
basketball players earned weekly aWilds from the
collected OVC Women's Player of the
Gadson
Ohio Valley Conference Monday.
for scoring 60 points and grab
accolades
Week
the
named
was
Spencer
Isaac
Senior forward
league's Men's Player of the Week after leading bing 41 rebounds in conference games versus Tenthe Racers to wins against Western Kentucky (25 nessee State and Austin Peay State.
Gadson notched career highs of 36 points against
points, six rebounds and five assists) and Alabama-Birmingham (20 points, 10 rebounds and five Austin Peay and 24 rebounds against Tennessee
State while becoming the 14th MSU player to reach
assists).
MSU teammate Antione Whelchel, a sophomore 1,000 career points.

l

Report
Murray Ledger & Times

The Calloway County Middle School eighth-grade boys' and girls' basketball teams swept host North Marshall Monday in preparation for Thursday's
home doubleheader versus crosstown archrival Murray Middle, beginning with
the boys' game at 5 p.m
Halee Wyatt scored 10 points and collected five steals as the Jr. Lady
Lakers (8-0) cruised to a 36-12 victory. Kalyn Fox added six points and
seven steals while Chelsea Morris scored six points and Whitney Hendon
added four.
In the boys' contest, Chase Futrell dropped in 23 points along with three
assists and two steals as the Jr. Lakers improved to 13-0 with a 57-32 rout
Trey Tindell recorded 14 points, five rebounds and three steals and Adam
Renfro notched eight points, 12 rebounds and two steals.
Calloway also received six points and two steals from David Crouch, four
points and four assists from Cody White, two points and three rebounds from
Mark Anderson and two rebounds and two steals from Mason Thomas

Seventh-grade Lady Lakers edge Graves Co.
The Calloway County Middle School seventh-grade girls' basketball team
recently held off Graves County for a 24-22 victory. Lindsay Miller and Whitney Lamb led the Jr. Lady Lakers with nine and six points, respectively. while
Samantha Bennett added three points and three rebounds.
Nakiah Gibson blocked three shots, Kelsie Hall collected two steals and
Marcy Boggess pulled down five rebounds for Calloway, which hosts Benton
today at 5 p.m. and Murray Friday at 5 p.m.

Lawson has 5 as Lady Vols win 600th game
CARTERVILLE, Ill. — Former Murray High standout Lindsay Lawson scored
five points off the bench as the John A. Logan College women's basketball
team defeated Moberty (Mo.) Community College 88-56 Saturday
Lawson was 1 -of-2 from 3-point range and 2-of-2 at the free-throw line
as the Lady Vols earned their 600th victory. JALC returns to action Dec. 1819 at the Morton Tournament in Chicago, Ill

Calloway Little League to hold hoops signups
The Calloway County Boys' Little League Basketball Association will hold
one final signup session Saturday from 9 a.m to noon in the Jeffrey Gymnasium lobby for boys in grades 3-8 who are currently enrolled in the Calloway County School District.
The $50 registration fee includes a league T-shirt. Each participant will
play in 10 regular-season games, and a tournament will be held at the end
of the season. For more information or to express interest in being a Little
League coach, call the CCHS boys' basketball office at 762-7375 ext. 109

Notice
Photographs, disks and other items that have been turned into The Ledger
& Times sports department can be picked up after publication at the Ledger
office on 1001 Whitnell Ave. Call 753-1916 ext 23 for more information

s Coming—
The Cold
Have Your Tires Checked Now.
•New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
•Excellent Warranties

•Free Balancing With
Tire Purchase

Warehouse Tire

11114.0.r dm.
Al

Accepted

Cooper
TIRES

400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111
•

America's Paradise Resort
In town on business or need a weekend getaway?
Save Money. Better than a Motel. Lakefront
Condo, fireplace, cable, large equipped kitchen.
$350/week or $99/Night Fri., Sat. & Holidays
$69/night Sun. thru Thurs. • 2 Night Minimum

(270)436-2767 Limited Time Offer
www.amencaaparaduseresort.com

Miami at Denver. 8 p.m.
Orlando at Seattle, 9 p.m.
Milwaukee at L.A. Laken. 9:30

Portland at

Wednesday's Games
Chicago at Boston, 6 p.m
Dallas at Indiana, 6 p.m
Philadelphia at Washington, 6
Atlanta at Detroit. 6.30 p m

San Antonio at Phoenix. 7 pm
Milwaukee at Utah. 8 p.m
Seattle at Vancouver. 9 p.m.
Miami at LA. Clippers, 930 p.m
L A Lakers at Portland, 9:30 p.m

Colts sack
Bills 44-20

3.3 V-6. Quad Buckets, Rear AC. Alloy Wheels. Loaded Vehicle
Over S28.000 MSRP Still Under Factory Warranty.

,

sztsGo_s19,670
j!ki•

2000 DODGE GRAND
CARAVAN SE
3 3 V-u,Buckets, Rear AC
Alloy Wheels. Very Well Eguipt
Not Your Typical Rental Van St,'
Lots of Factory Warranty Left

2000 DODGE
STRATUS ES 4DR

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Indianapolis Colts defenders heard the
$24.:84361complaints all season— that they'
couldn't cover the pass, couldn't
4
7.
stop the run, couldn't produce 4
turnovers and couldn't pressure
1999 CHRYSLER
the quarterback.
•
TOWN & COUNTRY
On Monday night, the Colts
Limited Model - The Very Top Of
proved their critics wrong.
t
si
The Line Every Option Chrysler
Bernard Holsey returned a fumOffered A New One Sells For
$34.000 Sharp
ble for a touchdown, Mustafah
Muhammad returned an interception for a touchdown and Indianapolis registered a season-high
nine sacks as it blew out Buffalo 44-20 to stay alive in the NFL
playoff race.
1999 DODGE
44
4'
"We've gotten criticism, but we
INTREPID SE 4 DR
don't go out with the feeling we've
Roomy Farmly Car W,in Low Miles
got something to prove," said
defensive end Chad Bratzke, who
had one sack. "We have some- e
l4
thing to prove to ourselves. We're
a hard-working unit and we're a
proud unit."
Monday night, facing playoff
"2000
2000 CHEVROLET
elimination, the Colts played like
SILVERADO 2500 LS
it, allowing just 294 yards, their
4x4, Loaded Truck, 60 Lrter. V8
* Automatic.
third-lowest total of the season.
Leather, Only 15,173 Miles
Running Boards, Graphics Very Sharp
T,unk Balance Of Factnny Warranty

V-6, Autostick, Leather, Full Power
A Real Sporty Family Sedan Still
Under Factory 3/36 Warranty

$4.6.,A3ee-

18,940

}
J.5,420
1999 CHRYSLER
300M 4DR
Your Choice of 2- 1 Silver. 1 Red
Both Loaded With 35 V-6. Leather
Chrome Alloy Wheels Motor
Trends 1999 Car Ot The Year

13,34O

SEMINAR ON
ADD/ADHD
Thurs., Dee, 14, 2000
7:00 p.m.
Curris Center, MSU
Barkley Room
Chestnut St., Murray

19,170 $15,310

Roger Winsett, Ph.D. is
announcing the opening of his
office in the Executive Inn, Suite
311, Paducah, KY Dr. Winsett
specializes in Psychophysiology
(Biofeedback).
Dr. Winsett will be presenting a
seminar on the benefits of
biofeedback in the treatment of
ADD/ADHD.
Biofeedback has as its basis the
theory of mind over body. In this
practice the patient is attached
to a biomedical device from
which the patient receives auditory and visual feedback as the
basis of their learning process.
Dr. Winsett has specialized in
using biofeedback therapy in the
treatment of ADD/ADHD for the
past eleven years. Many children with ADD/ADHD who have
completed biofeedback therapy
are doing well and are no longer
receiving medication.
Come join us Thursday,
December 14, 2000 at 700 p.m
Give your child a chance to be
drug free!
For more information
call (270) 575-4555.

1999 CHEVROLET
MALIBU 4DR
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1999 DODGE RAM
1500 CLUB CAB 4X4
Local Tennessee Trade
Right Equipment Right ConiitIrn

You II Buy It

1998 JEEP GRAND
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Right Price
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1998 JEEP
CHEROKEE CLASSIC
Inc Original 40 Liter Six 1-1,1,
,
Power Ve .
e

2,720
1997 JEEP GRAND
CHEROKEE LAREDO
Choice Of 2 Off Lease Loaded.
Miles Near 60K

.6,44Ree13,540_} $13,750
44.5rIttr

JUST TRADED!
1996 CHRYSLER LHS
4DR

44479etr

Leather. Load.

$13,400

$9,100

AIN
a%)

Top Of The Line Coupe

44.7,43er} 15,660
1.1,750

r

5 2 Liter. V-8 Leather. Full Powe•

1997 ACURA 3.0
CL CPE

$5•1•Crefitr

} $20,740
$22,870
1998 JEEP GRAND
CHEROKEE LAREDO

1- 1999 CHRYSLER
SEBRING LXI CPE
V-6. Automatic. Moon Roof,
Leather, Alloy Wheels, Great
Looking Car With Lots Of Class

4-1-17-rEhefr

18,89O

1996 FORD
MUSTANG CPE
V-6 Compact Disc AC

$8,250}

Cain's0
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP

tk

Plus tax, title
license

m

Sacramento at Charlotte. 6 30 p

2000 DODGE
GRAND CARAVAN SPORT

AmS

p.m,

Goiclen State, 9:34;) p.m.

(We May Not
Know Who Got
Elected...But
At These
Prices - Who
Cares)

OP
litariZIPIII.P.LV'll
!RA
i
- 411•AA10..11.110
014
.
0141411 kali

Staff

Calloway eighth-graders sweep N. Marshall

7
15
1
682
L.A Lakers
8
14
2
636
Portland
10 12
6
455
Seattle
7 16
L.A. Clippers
86 9 112
3°4
2
6 15
Golden State
Monday's Games
Minnesota 96, Philadelphia 91, OT
Phoenix 86, Chicago 80
San Antonio 91, Utah 83
Houston 82. Vancouver 75
L.A. Clippers 92, Orlando BO
Today's Games
Indiana at Toronto, 6 p.m
Dallas at Cleveland, 6-30 p.m
Minnesota at New Jersey, 6.30 p
Sacramento at Atlanta, 7 p.m.

KZ; 4.10.

Racers win OVC honors

SPORTS BRIEFS

753-8355

901 Sycamore

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L
W
GB
Pet.
—
.762
5
16
Philadelphia
14
8 .636 2 1/2
New York
6
Miami
10 11
.476
Boston
9 11 .450 6 1/2
7
.429
Orlando
9 12
14
New Jersey
.333 9
Washington
4 17 .190 12
Central Division
—
Cleveland
12
7 .632
1/2
9
13
.591
Charlotte
10 10 .500 2 1/2
Indiana
10 10 500 2 1/2
Toronto
450 3 1/2
9 11
Milwaukee
4
429
Detroit
9 12
4 16
200 8 1/2
Atlanta
11
095
Chicago
2 19
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
—
16
5
.762
Utah
7 .650 2 1/2
13
San Antonio
14
.636 2 1/2
8
Dallas
3
619
8
13
Minnesota
4
.571
9
12
Houston
1U 12
455 6 1/2
Denver
7 14
9
.333
Vancouver
Pacific Division
4
14
.778
Sacramento
1
.700
6
14
Phoenix

Calloway stumbles in 40-point loss
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Ky. - Less than
MAY
a week after fusing a two-point
thriller to defending First Region
champion Marshall County,the Calloway County Lady Lakers suffered a 74-34 defeat at Graves
County Monday.
The Lady Eagles (3-0), led by
Erica Allred's 17 points and 15
from Lindsay Coffin, made 31-of42 field goals and never looked
back after building a 21-4 cushion in the opening period.
"Nobody stepped up until the
second quarter, and even though
we made a run, some of the kids
gave up," said Calloway head coach
Scott Sivills, whose team pulled
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Education
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YOU NEED TO DO THIS...MMS math teacher Krissy Zirbel NEW STUDENT COUNCIL...East guidance counselor Melisa
shows eighth-grader Elijah Kingins how to work a com- Stark charted a fifth-grade student council this year. Picplex math problem in an enrichment math class called tured are members of the student council and classroom
representatives.
-Hands-On-Equations."

LET'S ALL SING...Pictured are East Elementary students HELPING EACH OTHER...Jordan Belcher, Elizabeth Powell,
who participated in the Keiliticky- Music Educatois kiao-—Frank ie Leslie, Sarah Hines and Amy White work together
to construct a working pendulum from materials available
ciation First District Honor's Chorus at MSU.
in their science class at MMS.

NO HEARING PROBLEM HERE...Chad Cherry cuts out elephant ears to wear in a mock circus in the Murray Elementary library.

CORAL REEFS...CCMS students in Kristine Provine's science classes are studying coral reefs.

WISHING YOU THE

BE PREPARED...Ann Johnson and Gina Winchester, representatives from Murray State's Career Services, spoke to
CCHS students on preparing for interviews.

BEFORE THE FEAST...Murray Elementary students Tyler Garland, Hunter Heathcott, Logan Parker and Simon Kennedy
pose as pilgrims before they board the bus to meet with
the Indians at Southwest Elementary.

CoJ'14ih3 soon .

• •

Happiest of Holidays
6i
1
1

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
308 S. 12th St.

Dr. Kr1 in .11.

759.2500

student
Brent
AND THE NEXT GOVERNOR
IS...CCHS
Burchett, surrounded by classmates, tries out the governor's chair during a recent trip by the student council officers and representatives to Frankfort for a day-long career
fair on governmental jobs.

MY CONTRIBUTION...Ashley Kowalski adds her gingerbread
man ornament to the Christmas tree in Lynda Purcell's
room at Murray Elementary.

CARVING WOOD...Layla Choate, a Southwest student, shares
a carved walking stick with her classmates. Pictured are
Jordyn Bridges. Tyler Shaw, Taylor Grady and Caitlin Jackson.

Don't Look Like A 406,

GRINCH
t
MaZZal

rom all our staff..

REDOING THE TIGER...Derek Nance, the advertising page
designer for the MMS yearbook, makes some changes to
his tiger drawing after scanning it into the computer. Parents may place orders for the yearbook until Dec. 20.

4 COM

at last - an a#o7da6te
inte7net site to7
44147741f Suginess fs
all in one
convenient location!

This Year...

lip
Get a haircut igtlk)
-St receive a

FREE GIFT
Viti.tmention this

lor

otter'

Fringe Benefits
759-1874

ctvi(ka tart< g(a,it pcx.met

ot

753-0007

604-1/2 Broad St. Ext. • Murray. KY
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CLASSIRE
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) ItiVI'ES

753-1916

$6.75 Column Inch,00% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $7 00 minimum 1st day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$250 extra for Shopper 1Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $250 extra for blind box ad,

010

010

INVITATION TO BID
Notice is hereby given that City of Murray
will accept sealed bids for the manufacture of
one (1) custom 1500 g.p.m. pumper fire appa'ratus until 4:00 p.m.(CST), December 29th,
2000 at which time they will be opened and
real aloud.

All bids shall be mailed or delivered to the
office of City Clerk, Sarah Duncan,207 South
5th Street, Murray Kentucky 42071.
Information for bidders, specifications, and
bid forms shall be available between the
hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. at the City
Clerk's Office.
City of Murray reserves the right to waive
any technicalities, to reject any or all bids, to
advertise again, or to accept an offer based on
the best evaluated bid.
Chief Pat Scott
Murray Fire Department

GIFT Certificates now
available at Sandra D's
Hwy 94 East
753-FOOD
ORDER pies/cobblers
now for holiday.
Sandra D's Diner,
94 East
753-FOOD.

ad'
vow Just Say "Charge It"
Articles
For Sale

Help Wanted
WAITRESS/
ST. John's Episcopal
Church needs nursery
COUNTER PERSON
At Pam's Deli & Cakes. worker 910-11:40 a.m.
Mature and experienced Sunday mornings. $25
applicants apply at 410 week. Experience with inMain Street Part-time with fants and toddlers repossibility of full-time posi- quired. Call Stacey at 7592468 evenings.
tion.
FULL Time Secretary for
busy law office. Position
includes receptionist and
duties.
bookkeeping
Knowledge of WordPerfect
a plus Salary commensurate with experience. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040H Murray, KY 42071.
HIRING 10AM TO 2PM.
Shift for parents with kids
in school. Also hiring closer and openers.
Apply at Murray Wendy's
in person, ask to speak to
a manager. 2-4PM, M-F.

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDW) NOW!
Werner needs entry leveltruck drivers No experience necessary. Earn
5600.-5800. per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas. No
CDL2 15 day CDL training
program available. Call today 1-800-242-7364.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Warehouse Er
Rental Space
Available in
Draffenville, Ky
up to 10,000 sq. ft.
Call for information

270-527-1916
Lost and Fourad
LOST(New Concord area
unneutered male black &
white. Beagle mix wearing
red collar. Answers to
name "Shorty" Last seen
11-17 (near Kline Rd) If
found or know whereabouts please call. 4362018 (Leave message)
Family pet Reward!
FOUND: Mixed breed dog.
Looks like a Pekingese
black collar wl gold
threads. Collar says I am
loved. Can be claimed at
the shelter or call 7534992.
060
Help Wanted

ATTENTION
WORK FROM HOME
up to
$25.00- $75.00/ hr PT/FT
MAIL ORDER
(888)248-6730
ATTENTION
Work from home
up to
$25-575 /hr PT/FT
Internet/mail order
1-888-248-7076
Technician
CLEANING
needed for Murray. Must
be dependable, no experience needed, but helpful
25-30hrs. per week Send
reply to. Handy Hands
Janitorial, 112 Arbor Ridge
Drive, Mayfield, KY 42066.
IMMEDIATE Opening
Security Guard in the Murray area, experience preferred Pay $7/per hr Call
759-8383 for more information
OWNER-OPERATOR
NEEDED
To transport mobile homes
from manufacturing plant
at Henry, Tn. Drive for a
company that will treat you
fair.
Contact ATH Inc.
877-384-6192.
WANTED!
Experienced mechanic to
repair and maintain 1 & 2
ton trucks Send resume to
'Mechanic" P 0 Box
1040-A. Murray Ky 42071

VISA

150

150

Articles
For Sale

'Vernon's Pawn Shop
1 ••
All gold 1
chains, a
• bracelets & ''''
• earrings .
li

.1/2 prices

& Childcare

-

Asst. Colored
Stone Cluster
LRVV 4509
I() Cr Gold

A
0
CLEANING houses is my
00.1
business. Call Linda. 759"
SALES19
PRICE
9553.
NANNEY Position Full..-," ..
.
time hours 6.30am-5130pm
,.
infant
1
Friday.
Monday
'
& 1 toddler. Non-smoker.
Gent's
Experience required. Call
3 Diamond
10 KT Replica
210-2102. For information
Nugget Cluster
Panda Rings
NEED TO GO
L,f1L424r,
GRw4009
Shopping?
Christmas
10(1- Cold
10 CT Cold
Don't have a babysitler
Don't worry call me
SALE
Experienced 15 year old
PART-TIME position for
PRICE $
SALE
available, 759-5393
receptionist. appointment.
PRICE $4995
scheduling, filing and other WILL do house cleaning
713 S. 12th St.• Murray, Kentucky • c2701753-7113
office duties. Please sub- Ironing also Call 474Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m. • Sun. 1-6 p.m.
mit personal resume to
2131
Howe & Melton, LLP,
120
120
301 Maple St.
Computers
Computers
Murray, Ky 42071.
-RECEPTIONIST/
A-1 firewood for sale $35 a
Secretary
rick delivered 437-4718 or
needed for local office.
753-2443
Must be dependable and
TRIPPS Firewood
-Upgrades
-New
PCs
"people"
excellent
have
Rudy. 436-2778
Call
Systems
-Phone
skills. Please send resume -Networks
-Peripherals
to "Receptionist" P.O. Box
-Software
**CM
Ky.
Murray,
1040-R,
42071 Deadline -for appli- -Home-or BushI-egg plans'available.
PIANO FOR SALE Beau
cations is December 13.
-15+ years computer experience.
Wul top quality LIKE NEW
-Affordable/multiple certifications.
upright console Kimball
1-270-489-2666
piano. Not a scratch or
Greg Dowdy
mar on it. $2500.00
http:11www.netcomindustries.corn
Santa says YES!.
753-8734.

1995

Computer Repair

PML,INC.

Growing manufacturing company located in the Henry County Industrial Park
is seeking applicants for the position of
Japanese Assistant.
Successful candidates must exhibit the
following characteristics:
•Fluent in both the Japanese and
English languages
•Exhibit good written and oral communication skills
•Familiarity with computer program such as Word or Excel
Benefits include: major medical, dental,
vision, life insurance, paid vacation, 12
paid holidays, and a 401K benefit plan.
Please send resumes to
P.O. Box 69,Paris,TN 38242
Attn: Human Resource Manager
PML, Inc. is an equal opportunity
employer.
Request for Applications
Director of Transportation
Calloway County Schools
Calloway County Board of Education is cu
rently seeking qualified candidates for tlii ,
position of Director of Transportation. The
successful candidate must demonstrate proficiency in each of the following areas:
1. Maintaining a safe and efficient transportation system
2. Ensuring compliance with all federal,
state and local statutes, regulations and poi)
cies
3. Organizing bus routes and staff schedules
4. Supervise all transportation staff and
bus garage operations including all transportation department expenditures and pay
rolls
5. Making recommendations to the superiii
tendent regarding all staff employment dec.,
sions including (but not limited to) hiring,
discipline, and termination
6. Providing accurate, complete and timel
reporting to federal, state and local agencie7. Keeping the superintendent informed of
improvements needed regarding the trans
portation department
8. Responding to and attempting to resolvi
parent, student and/or staff complaints
9. Working as an effective team member of
the district administrative team
10. Attending and reporting at monthly
board of education meetings
Interested individuals may obtain an application from the Calloway County Board of
Education at 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, KY 42071 or by calling 270-762-7300.
Applications and/or letters expressing the
desire to be considered for the position must
Salmon,
Larry
to
addressed
be
Superintendent, at the address listed above.
All applications must be received in the board
of education office no later than January 15,
2001. Calloway County Schools is an Equal
Education and Empinyer Institution.

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates. Mid West
Internet. On 121S.

436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa; Mastercard
PROTECT yourself and
your computer from the
World Wide Web Dr. Solomon's Anti-Virus version
7 for Windows Complete
anti-virus package for your
PC. $20 753-5778.

11121Want

to Buy

ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles.
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633.

2 Diamond Back 12sp.
mountain bikes. Rode very
little, excellent shape.
$275/ea. 759-2468.
LP GAS REFILLS
Lowest prices in town'
RV, campers etc
New 100lb LP gas tanks
$99.00 each
B&B Brokers
701 S 12th St
753-4389

Just In Time For
Christmas
Shopping
$1,000 Bonus

Needed:
LPN's, RN's and
CMA's for the 3-11
and 11-7 shifts
Bonus for nurses
only.
Birchtree
Healthcare
Ask for
Connie McIntosh
D.O.N.
(270) 653-2797
Merry CI

tM

Deadline Day & Time
Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed 1
Wed. 1

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

300
Business Rentals

Business Rentals

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
FOR RENT

i

1

Notice
FOR lease: Hunters Para
dise Wildlife Refuge. 270
489-2116 leave message
will return call.

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.rn., Mon.-Fri.

060

Legals

Legals

Ad Deadlines

Publish

900+ square feet of office space
excellent location in
downtown Murray
ready for immediate occupancy

340
Houses For Rent
9862 US Hwy 68 E , Auora Duplex 2Br/ 5 rooms
$450 a month, plus 1Br efficiency $250 a month
Newly remodel near Kenlake State Park 800-5312246
2 or 3br. house. Appliances furnished. W/D, dish,•rnehar

Best suited for low traffic professional offic(

CALL 753-2633-8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

a.m
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

1 tor

leacda

rafPr-

CANCELLED
360
Storage Rentals

FOR LEASE
WAREHOUSE SPACE

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

7,000 sq. ft. warehouse
in city. Prime location.
Excellent condition.

753-3853

Call 753-1890.
Office Space
Various size wilts
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

All Size Units

Available

CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 75k.
7536.

Apartments For Rent

EASTSIDE

2BR DUPLEX on Hillwood.
C/H/A. new carpet. $375
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
753-9621
2BR Near MSU. $325, waCOMMERCIAL BUILDING ter furnished. Coleman
119 Main • 753-6266
FOR RENT,. _ __BE_ 759-4118. - - 717 S. 4th St 1200sgft. 2BR. 1 bath, no pets 11th
Hrgh traffic area Easy ac- St $275 Sunny Lane
Pets & Supplies
$250. Call 753-3415 or
cess. Many uses
753-7123 weekends
$425/mo.
2 Chihuahua puppies, 1
2BR, Near MSU. New car- male. 1 female Ready 12Days 753-7668
pet, paint & wallpaper
Nights 753-4919
759-3797 after
15-00
OFFICE space available. C/H/A $325 Also 2br, 4pm
One to three private offi- $300 Coleman RE
6'X8' Dog pen.
759-4118
ces Olive Branch Realty
150
Excellent condition $50.
bath
2
2br,
LARGE
Articles
767-9900 for details
492-8514
1 2blocks MSU C/H/A
For Sate
AKC Boxer Pups Ready
$395 per month plus deDec 18th All Mahogany
Apartments For Rent
9 foot pool table Like new, DOUBLEWIDE 3br. 2
posit No pets. references
Call evenings
rosewood, elegant leg de- baths. full kitchen overrequired
270-492-8355
1 OR 2br apts near downsign, leather pockets with head fans, circle drive with
753-3949, Day
or 270-519-6765
town Murray starting a
tassels, base cloth. 4 carport & a large sturdy
759-3050 after 6p m
AKC Cocker Spaniel pup5200/mo. 753-4109.
cues, rack & cue rack. built shed on 2 large shady
LOOKING for an
plastic cover, hand and lots. 10 minutes from lake.
1&2 bedroom Apts.
affordable apartment?
cue chalk, pill bottle, and call 762-0032 or 474-8878
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
Visit us at Hilldale Apts
extra set of balls $2.600 or 753-9961.
902 Northwood Dr
2&3 br apts available
BIRD Fair & Supply Sale'
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Call 753-6764
Monday,
Handicap Accessible
Dec 16th 9am -5pm
18yrs. experience.
Mover.
Friday.
Wednesday,
BOOTH SPACE available
Equal Opportunity
Dec 17th 1Iam-4pm
& insured in KenLicensed
Phone
759-4984
Mall
Charlie's Antique
Housing
Executive Inn, Paducah
Tennessee & IlliHousing
tucky,
Equal
Hazel
For more information
Great Deals On Birds
nois. 437-3939.
Opportunity
270-492-8175
call 437-4113 Mon-Fri
Toys & Cages
Mobile home
1-2. 3br apts furnished,
1971
12X50
FREE! Dish Network
TDD# (800) 545-1833
901-878-1307
included
753-1252 or
MSU
near
Appliances
Satellite System installed
Ext. 287.
753-0606.
$2000 489-2979
free For more information,
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES
3br condo-plex
NEW
1BR
apall
available,
apt
Fleetwood
14X50 1991
call or come by
UKC Rat Terrier puppies
2001
2,
Jan
Available
Murpliances furnished.
2br.. C/H/A mew living
Beasley Satellite
753-7269
remonth/deposit
$675
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
room carpet. 1 year water
& Antenna
CHRISTMAS pups
1BR Apt. stove, refrigera- quired 753-0834
heater. appliances, 200
500 N. 4th St.
Malamutes
Alaskan
APTS.
OAKS
RED
tor. D/W. W/D. Clean. no
amp pole, axle & tires
759-0901.
Call 270-210-8878 or
Special
or
270-753-9841
492-8854
pets
Call
PIANO- KIMBALL upright $7500.00
270-492-6361
$100 Deposit
270-436-5496.
Console in very good con- 901-593-5728
1BR From $280
also young sugar gliders
paid
&
trash
water
1BR
Exdition. Professionally ap- 1995 Cavalier- 16x80.
2BR From $325
DOG Obedience
W/D available, no pets
cellent Condition. 3br, 2
praised.
Call Today!
Master Trainer
767-9037
applianall
DW,
solbath. AC,
Roll top desk- 48 inch,
753-8668.
436-2858
MSU
to
1BR.
apt.
Walk
id wood, very solid and in ces. Smoke and pet free
SMALL 2Br Apt Gas heat LONG ears, big feet, sad
$235/mo. 753-2084.
good condition. Would be environment 767-9796.
1BR. like new, appliances washer/ Dryer $250 pius faces. AKC Basset hound
great for a den or small 97 Clayton trailer, 3br, 2
deposit 489-2741
puppies, $200. each Will
Coleman RE 759-4118.
home office. Serious offers bath, garden tub, fireplace
Southside Manor Apts
hold for Christmas with deair
and
heat
central
and
please. 767-9352.
2BR. duplex. appliances.
3br.
apts
1,2
&
posit. 492-8302
SOUNDSTREAM Amplifier 753-9107.
$350 + deposit. 435-4125
Section 8 housing
and subwoofer Incredible
3BR duplex for rent
753-8221
Rest Estate
sound. Pristine condition.
C/H/A appliances. w/d
EHO
Paid $650.00. Sell for
hookup new carpet and TIRED of big utilities bills?
$350.00 0.B.O. Great 14X70 3br. 2 bath, with
80+ acres partially develvinyl No pets 759-8200
We have an Apt. for you.
Christmas gift! 753-5024
oped mobile home park
washer, dryer, and micro4br., Townhouse
furnished or unfurnished,
VITAMASTER Sofa Walk wave. $400 a month plus
Call 270-554-1662
Coleman RE 759-4118
water included, low elecII, electric treadmill with $400 deposit Call 753HALEY Professional
APARTMENTS for rent. tric. No lease required. no
electronic monitor and ad- 7930
Appraising
841month.
Availacampus
$225
to
Close
pets
iustable elevation Used
270-759-4218
2BR furnished trailer By
anno
10.
phone,
ble Dec. 15 & Jan.
0166 cell
very little, $175 Call 489"Far What It's Worth"
Pirates Cove. near Hardin
753-5980 or 753-1203 af- swer 753-3949
2394
deposit
plus
$250
440
Apts
5pm.
ter
Heights
University
splitter.
HEAVY duty wood
270-928-4831
Lots For Sale
DUPLEX near university. 1 & 2br rental assisted
8 1/2 hp Briggs & Stratton
2BR in country with nice
with wood boom
2br, appliances $325 a apts. These apts are for
Call 436-5423
deck, stove. refng dryer
month. 753-8096 or 753- families, disabled. handi- 2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
$225 00 437-4386
2633.
capped. senior citizens, North. Murray 753-1967
NICE 2br. Mobile home
wheel chair accessible LOTS for sale Starting at
DUPLEX, 2BR in quiet
No pets 753-9866
neighborhood $300 plus
759-2282 Mon. Wed & $11,000 Price includes
deposit & references
Thurs 9-5. 1734 Campbell water, septic & driveway
Large Selection
435-4114
Street Hearing impaired Also land home packages
,THE
DUPLEX 2br central hia- only.
1-800-648-6056 270-437-4838
SIFIEDS- 1802 1/2 B Monroe Ave. Equal Housing OpportuniLease No Pets. 753-8002
1Y.
Amiga
Ward-Elkins
FORREST View ApartOn the Square
ments 1213 N 16th St.
DREAM building sites with
Houses For Rent
751-1715
now accepting applications
Mobile Home Lots For Rant
rolling wooded hillsides
for 2br townhouses, basic
160
Restricted Various size
1 br and a 2 br No pets
753
$305/
month
rent
$100/mo
Office
1/2 acre
Home Furnishings
and deposit re- tracts available 5 minutes
Lease
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
6012
753-0728 after west of town You have to
quired
753-1970 Equal Housing
WASHER & Dryer, very COACH Estates/ Fox
see to appreciate Call toPM.
4:00
good condition. only 3 Meadows Mobile Home Opportunity.
day for your private show2
C/H/A
newly
3i3R,
bath,
HAZEL Apartments
years old, almond color. Park "An Exceptional
redecorated $495 per ing 753-2905
taking applications for
$300 set. Call 474-8544
Community" Spaces avail- Now
plus
security
month
1 & 2br units. Rent based
able at $95 00/mo IncludFor Sale (270)474-2520
Mobility
impairincome
on
olg Water sewer, garbage
water.
house,
city
room
9
ment accessible Phone
pick up City fire and police
HOUSE for sale 38r. ca
cable, in county
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
protection city transit serv1/2 garage, 1 5 bath, can
492-8120
No
-ham
TDD
9
ice Located in the heart of
HOUSE 3br. 2 baths. Cen- see lake Pirate's Cove
Equal
1-800-648-6056
Murray's finest residential
tral heat & air excellent lo- $69.000 Would sell on
Housing Opportunity
area with all city utilities
cation in city No pets. de- land contract with the right
to
LARGE
lbr,
MSU.
close
No
vision
including cable
posit required Available person
on Camel St All applianrental homes in park
now (270)759-1610
270-354-6804
Owner- Occupied only ces including Washer and PNO bedroom house with
ti
MUST Sell To
immediAvailable
dryer.
South 16th St at Canterwasher, dryer, stove, reSettle Estate
bury and Westview 753- ately (270)759-5885
frigerator and storage New 3 bedroom 2 1'2 bath
Pri1br.
duplex
LARGE
3855
shed Reasonable utilities deluxe home 1306 Fleetvate area Very clean, off
LOT for rent 492-8488
NO PETS Lease and de- wood Dr (Campbell Est.)
the road parking 753posit $500 00 753-7920.
LOT For Rent 753-9866
Call 753-3903
8588

STORAGE

SOLD

USED
APPLIANCES

Now hiring cooks & counter
help for day & night. Must
he able to work weekends if
needed. No phone calls
please. Apply in person
Sonic Drive-1n.
217 S. 12th St.
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Homes Fot Sate

Used Cars

Homes For Sale

Global Mortgage Link
..LYOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B
QUAINT well built older
home 3br, good location
hardwood
Appliances,
floors, Appraised $71,000
Sell well below appraisal
Value Call 1-800-4740377 after 5pm

2 BR. 1 bath,brick ranch
hardwood, privacy fence,
MUST SELL!!!
new roof, 9x14 storage 1999 Kawasaki 300 $3200
building, lots of updates
1992 Yamaha 350
Asking $48,000 759-9417
$1800 OBO
753-9216
3BR. home. 804 N. 17th
New carpet & interior
paint. Financing available
Used Can
w/ no down payment.
Monthly
payments of 1987 CADILLAC Sedan
$361. P & 1 for 30yrs. at DeviIle. extra nice, 1 own7.25%, if you quality. er. Only 20,000 miles on
Priced $52,900.
new engine. 753-0114.
270-825-4622
Camry.
1987
Toyota
270-825-0778.
137,000 miles, automatic,
PRESTON Heights
3BR, 2 bath, 1876 sq ft
brick and vinyl home,
many extras:
Call 759-1770
for appointment
No reattors please

CLASSIFIED

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors

all power in good condition $2,800 Andre 7598295
1993 Ford Taurus Station
Wagon. nice, clean car,
good tires, high miles.
$2.700.00 753-6855.
1997 Chrysler Seabreeze
LX, Auto, air, 41,000
miles, $9.400 Call 4928175.

270-443-8030
1997 Nissan Maxima. Mamiles.
roon,
95,xxx
$9800 00 080. 519-3709.
1998 Cadillac Sedan Devine, 61,000 miles, new
tires, bought new local as
program car Local owner
$19,500
Day (270)489-2613
Night (270)489-2186
89 Honda Prelude, 85,000
miles, excellent mechanical
condition $2,800 0130
210-3619
'92 BMW 3251, Excellent
condition. 753-4751 (before 5pm) 753-1624 (after
5pm).
'98 Sunfire 2dr., AC, CD,
keyless entry, 61K. Excellent condition, 1 owner.
$7995.00 492-8707.
VMS
FOR Sale
81 Chevy van
81 Ford van
759-1688

Your Ad
Could Be
Here!

530
Services Offered

530
Used CatsicesOffered

"We Tote The Note"
2095 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah, KY

•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

3BR. house on 1 1/2 acre.
5 minutes from town. 10
minutes from lake. Outbuildings. mature shade.
C/H/A, new beige burber
appliances.
carpet,
$58,500. 270-436-5695 or
753-4487. Good rental investment.

490

490

460

460

TUESDAY DECEMBER 12 2000

CLASSIFIED
Used Trucks
1976 Chevy shortbed
stepside SWB, factory
custom, trailering special,
454, 400 trans, corvette
yellow $4000. OBO 7530743
1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4,
clean, sharp, A.C. PS, 318
auto. $4300. 489-2296.
1989 Chev, diesel, 4
speed long bed, good
truck $3250 753-6855
1990 Chevy Z-71 pick-up.
power,
cruise,
4WD,
camper trailer, lights/ wiring. $5500. 753-7037.
1997 Chev. Z71 push button, 4 wheel drive, white,
extended cab, step side
short bed, extra nice, loadoptions.
with
ed
$18,250.00 753-6855.
1998 5-10, 2 dr, LS standard cab SB Automatic,
stereo, air, cruise, x-cond,
39,000 miles, $10,900
753-2215 after 6:00.
74 Chevy, Good work
truck Call after 5pm 7539849

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins
On The Square• Murray
270) 753-171 t
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds gutters, etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry, Electrical. Home building, additions, remodeling Rotten
floors, sagging
roofs.
Home & Mobile repair, vinyl siding. References
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks_ Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
Excellent protection, high
quality. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
10% SR Discount. We sell
chimney
caps
and
screens. Tracy Manning
435-4006.

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
GRAVEL & top soil tor
Decks, Home Adektions,
sate We-also build driveRemodeling, Vinyl Siding, way & roads
Garaggs. Carports, Pole
• 270-437-4838
Barns, Metal Buildings,
GUTTERS:
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Seamless Aluminum
Installed & Finished_ QualiGutters Variety of colors
ty Workmanship. AffordaFree estimates.
ble Rates. Licensed.
West Ky Seamless
753-7860. 753-9308
Gutters. 753-0278.
FENCING
HANDYWORKJ odd jobs
Midway Fence All types
wanted No lob too small
Complete services_
Give us a call Yes we
Reasonable prices
clean gutters
Free Estatements Insured
Phone 436-5759
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
IF you are moving to a
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
new location and need
Tnmming, removal, stump
professional reliable
grinding, firewood. Insurmovers call
ed 489-2839.
Brian Driscoll
LEE'S
270-753-3338
CARPET
Voice Mail 270-210-6897
CLEANING
SUREWAY
Carpets, upholstery &
SERVICE
TREE
Emergency Water RemovStump Removal
al Serving Murray Since
Insured with full line of
1970 Free Estimates Satequipment
isfaction Guaranteed
Free estimates
753-5827
753-5484

DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or Just replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured.
753-0834

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED& INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipm,
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb
Removal

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
David's Home Improvement

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring

*Install moisture barriers.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

BY

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

CARPET LI
FLOORING
CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

WE DO!Over 34 Years
Experience!

Visit Our Showroom Today
-J

ni
• lit' ,Nejz
FLe. covE

ZNIA&

P/us...all other home improvements

CERTIFIED STAFF

Torn
Taylor

Rd

_1 kk-''•
.

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveway,.
Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?

For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753,4916

SERVICES OFFERED

irE;,==717.77'13
Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1.877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner dr Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Call Now To
Advertise Your
Business On
Our Holiday
Greetings Page.
Contact Kathy or Tammy at
753-1916 or come by the office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

INSULATED
Concret
Forms. Basements, waits,
foundation retainer walls
Jimmy Bucy 753-7457,
Rudy Tripp 430-2778.

FREE puppies Lab/ Rottweiler
mix
Ready
12/22/00 Call 489-2194 or
489-2189

502-759-0901.

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration. overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates
759-9609

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

CLASSIFIED

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Dec. 13, 2000:
Success greets you when you talk to others on a one-on-one level. Your level of

commitment and caring comes through,
and others respond. Sometimes focusing
too much on the end result causes a problem where you least expect it.
Networking and broadening your horizons add to your many potential assets. If
you are single, you might crave a one-onone bond. You are most likely to make it
so in late 2001. If attached. confide more
often in your partner. Sharing strengthens
your bond. LEO helps you visualize possibilities.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR *ME IMPROVEMENTS!
TREE
EXTERIOR
ROOFER
SERVICES
CLEANING
At.

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal

J&D Lawncare
Leaf Removal.
Gutter cleaning
Now is the time to
.
lime your yard
(270)759-3840
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY

-MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
RILEY Remodeling
& Construction
Doors installed, vinyl siding & aluminum trim, roofing, shingles & metal
roofs. Replacement windows, additions, garages,
decks, pole barns.
Free Estimates.
270-489-2907
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645

HOME IMPROVEMENT
amb Brothers
Tree Service

ices Offend

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
12-14 state Route 121 North

74-iiteritho Siatidatil

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your high energy takes you in
new directions. If others don't agree with'
you, frustration comes out and reaches a
crescendo. Don't pick a fight when you
don't need to. Take responsibility with a
domestic matter, even if it costs you. Let
your creativity out. Tonight: Opt for a
midweek break.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** A discussion proves to be
volatile but informative. Regroup and
use new facts to enhance a project or

relationship. Pressure builds, but your
strength and concentration separate you
from others. Listen to your sixth sense.
What might be difficult at first is worthwhile. Tonight: Out and about.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Keep talking about a money matter. Another might not agree with you.
Carefully review decisions that affect not
only you but also a child or loved one. A
flirtation might go sour with your present
mood. Stay even, knowing your longterm objectives. Tonight: Out and about.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Pressure builds on the home
front. Someone, or you, could blow a
fuse. Your high energy takes you in
another direction. Think carefully about
a financial decision. Eye long-term
objectives. Don't do anything foolish
that you might regret. Tonight: Do some
holiday errands.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** You might be hard pressed not to
react to a family member. This person
has a way of getting under your skin.
Listen to what he thinks, but remember
that you don't have to buy into it. Your
sense of what is right directs you professionally. Tonight: Get a good night's
sleep.

CcrtIfied TVA Heat Pump Contractor License #1,,i021,

you would like to have over another.
Face facts: The only person you can con-

trol is yourself. Listen, and understand
where another comes from. Your sense of
what is right comes out with a loved one.
Take charge at work. Clear out as much
as you can. Tonight: Dinner for two.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Jump to another tune. Think
about what feels socially correct with a
co-worker. Dig up information and seek
out solutions. Your ability to cruise
through problems puts you way ahead of
others. Think about your long-term problems with someone at a distance.
Tonight: Accept an invitation.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Find out more about a loved
one or a creative enterprise. How another pictures things isn't quite correct.
Think about what you would like from a
situation. Evaluate new ideas, with an
eye to breaking past barriers. How another sees a problem is very different from
how you see it. Tonight: Work late.
BORN TODAY
Actor Dick Van Dyke (1925), actor
Jamie Foxx (1967), musician Ted Nugent
(1948)
Cs'

If you have Medicare or Private Insurance,
You may be eligible to receive your:

Diabetic supplies at
No Cost To You!
For more information call
Diabetic Supply Program

Ut

We Service AllBrands

put a stop to abnormal spending.
Everything goes a bit overboard without
you realizing it. Emphasize others, meetings and a common consensus. Do your
part as far as seeking out additional
information. Know when to pull back.
Tonight: Out with friends.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Your hot temper could cause a
problem between you and another. You
might not agree or see eye to eye. Know
that the bigger problem will ultimately
be for you and not a boss, if you opt for
conflict in this area. Someone expresses
strong opinions. Tonight: Be with your
best fnend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Someone knows how to be
testy' and aggravate you. What you need
to carefully think about are your expectations of another. Reach out and keep talking about what you want. Find a mutually acceptable solution, and success will
be yours. Tonight: Go where the music
is.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Dealing with another proves to
be a full-time job. Talking about longterm goals proves to be meaningless with
this person. Know when you are barking
up the wrong tree. Seek out a loved one.
Look
for
solutions.
Tonight:
Togetherness counts.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might not have the control

Diabetic Patients!!(Type 1 & Type 2)

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Aim for what you want, but still

Toll Free 1-888-466-2678
(No HMO patients, please)

270-759-2288

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter

work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
'
-'1
11 :25

We Can Help

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
Pam Dial, Manager
1.304 A Chextnut M.• Murray, K1 42071
I mated in Dixieland Center • Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m
1270)759-0310• Fax 1270)75941731

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

4

swx..heighlcflnarice.coin

270-7594979

7

f

hirry 641• i V7iSiles mill*,
*
Norm to Tom Thpor Ad
"917 4
Has. ,.
P1101500Yordi
,11/1:13
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753-7728

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
ez Fax (270) 753-1927

VISA

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

7
6
7

CELLTOUCH,inc.
Dixieland Shopping Center

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

ClOyfirr),
100

t,

(111ohOncl Horetao* on Ottostnut St )

110NUID PRONOTOON
1000 elf peak mlnuto•
FRI0 tor 12 months
Verrainwireless

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410
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DR. GOTT
described.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I seem constantto suffer from colds that linger
ly
DEAR DR. GOTT: After having
been bothered for years-with citron-.. indefinitelyt with sneezing, headache,
ic cough requiring repeated antibiotic scratchy throat and runny ntlse.
therapy, I've been diagnosed with Because most over-the-counter
bronchiectasis. What is this disorder? decongestants should not be. used by
people with high blood pressure,
It sounds ominous.
alternatives do I
DEAR READER: Bronchiectasis is which I have, what
symptoms?
a type of localized chronic lung infec- have to suppress the cold
people do
Most
READER:
DEAR
tion, often associated with emphysema and bronchitis, which causes not repeatedly catch colds, nor do
increased amounts of sputum, cough, such infections last more than a few
wheezing and (sometimes) blood in days. Your pattern of symptoms suggests that allergies might be the
the sputum (hemoptysis).
of your problem. Therefore, I
cause
Specialists are not sure why
bronchiectasis develops in some suggest that you request a referral to
patients but not in others. It is more an allergist, who should be able to
common after bouts of pneumonia help you identify substances in your
and is often a consequence of inhaling environment that are causing your
injurious material, such as silica, or of symptoms.
Over-the-counter decongestants,
bronchial obstruction. Also, it is a frequent complication of cystic fibrosis, a which are often useful in relieving the
chronic genetic lung condition runny nose, headache and irritated
marked by thick mucus and a suscep- throat of both allergies and upper restibility to pulmonary infection.
piratory virus infections, usually conBronchiectasis causes portions of tain compounds that may raise blood
the bronchial passages to stretch and pressure, worsen glaucoma and
dilate. The bronchial tubes are nor- aggravate thyroid disorders.
mally shaped like straight pipes, simiIn my practice, I've found that most
lar to a car's exhaust system. hypertensives under treatment are
Bronchiectasis alters this shape: the not affected by the short-term use of
muffler (bronchiectasis) bulges non-prescription decongestants.
between two pipes of uniform diame- Nonetheless, you should ask your docter (the bronchial tubes).
tor if such products are safe for you to
Early bronchiectasis causes few, if use. As another option, try over-theany, symptoms. More advanced forms counter Actifed or Chlor-Trimeton;
produce the symptoms I mentioned. also, prescription antihistamines
Severe degrees are associated with (Claritin, Allegra and Zyrtec) are
respiratory insufficiency, heart failure often useful, as are various nasal
and significant scarring of pulmonary sprays, such as Vancenase and
tissue. The diagnosis is usually made
Nasalcrom.
by CT scanning or bronchography, a
You are correct to read labels and
special type of lung X-ray.
ask your pharmacist about which
Doctors seek to improve breathing drugs to avoid, but I would feel more
comfortable having you discover the
and eradicate underlying infection in
bronchiectasis patients. For example, source of your symptoms, rather than
simply treating them. To give you
physicians may prescribe breathing
related information, I am sending you
exercises, antibiotics, avoidance of air
a copy of my Health Report
pollution, discontinuation of smoking
and home oxygen. Also, postural "Allergies." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
drainage, during which a patient leans
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
head down over the side of the bed
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
several times a day, may assist the
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to menmechanics of breathing by ridding the
lungs of trapped mucus that is not tion the title.
easily expelled by coughing. In cases
of significant pulmonary bleeding or
Nik-r
PETER
resistant infection, the segment of
r41111**"'isili
surgibe
have
to
bronchiectasis may
blemi GOTT, M.D.
cally removed.
health
If you take good care of your
and follqw your doctor's advice, the
progression of your lung disorder can
be arrested and you should be able to
avoid the serious complications I

DEAR ABBY: I recently received

young person to see how those in

my bachelor of science degree. It true need lived. I will never forget
took determination and sacrifice to
muiflU the requirements to graduate.
Now that I have found a job where I
can use my academic knowledge,
I am finding stumbling blocks
to career advancement. I work
with managers who refuse to recognize the importance of an academic
education.
Several of the upper-level managers attained their high-paying
positions by staying with the company and working their way up the
organizational ladder. They frequently comment that education is
"overrated." I have great respect for
these managers and their fortitude
in staying with the same company;
however, they belittle the value of
education. I believe they are not
aware of the- time and energy one
must expend to attain a degree.
I have also noticed that managers who have an advanced level of
education appreciate what it takes
to get a degree and don't minimize
its value. Unfortunately, I must
report directly to a lesser-educated
manager, and I would appreciate
your advice on how to handle the
situation.
SUPPORTS THE
VALUE OF EDUCATION
DEAR SUPPORTS: Keep
your mouth shut and your eye
on the goal. Pointing out your
manager's ignorance will make
you an enemy.
College doesn't always teach
the "practical" aspects of a job.
Experience is also a great
teacher. Learn, absorb and
weigh everything your managers have to say. They would
not be at the level to which they
have risen had they not earned
the respect of their employers.

rocking a baby who was born without eyes because his mother dallied
With arugs'during her pregnancy..
Most volunteer experiences
aren't as sobering, but there is
always something to learn. As a
result of that school project, I have
led a life of volunteering — even if it
is just an hour a week. In addition, I
have introduced my children to the
wonderful world of volunteering as
young as age 3, and they love it. My
parents were also volunteers.
Abby, please address the subject
of volunteering with your readers. If
they don't volunteer, they owe it to
themselves to give it a try. It's a
wonderful experience. Just when
they think they will only be giving,
lo and behold, they'll be receiving
an education and a worthwhile
experience.
GRATEFUL TO BE ABLE
TO HELP,ST. PAUL,MINN.
DEAR GRATEFUL: I agree
volunteering can be gratifying.
I heartily recommend it. The
subject has been mentioned in
this column before. Years ago, I
volunteered my time to the Red
Cross as a "Gray Lady," reading
and writing letters for shut-ins.
Later I worked for the Mental
Health Association and to raise
funds for the March of Dimes.
Volunteer work is emotionally rewarding, a sure cure for
the blues and a self-esteem
builder. Some people have
stumbled onto fulfilling career
opportunities through volunteering at hospitals, schools,
shelters, etc.
***

***

WHY DON'T YOU
LEAVE HIM?

I'M GOiNG TO, Bur Fr
I WANT TO LOSE
ANOTHER 10
POUNDS
/1
4
4

12 i2.17c4

AT VI V

(THIS IS GREAT! THANKS!
NOW I 1UST NEED TO GO
SEE IF I CAN FIND IT IN
ANN CM-VL STORES!

'YOU'RE I (NO. I'LL 7UST
FEEL MORE
LOOKCONFIDENT
THAT IT'S A
FOR A
BEITER
GOOD GIFT IC
OTHER STORES
PRICE?
CARR', IT.

SOONER OR LATER,
...OF COURSE IF TOO MANY
STORES HAVE IT, IT WILL BE WE ALL RUE THE DA`4 WE
100 COMMON AND I'LL PASS SAID WE WANT TO UNDER.. BUT If THE EXACT RICTKT STAND OUR CUSTOMERS,
NUMBER Of OTHER stoRes
CARRY IT, ONE OF YOU MAY
HAVE YOURSELF A SALE!!

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

44 Discover
suddenly
(2 wds.)
46 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
48 Rolled and
unrolled
50 Word with
story or
subject
53 Golf mounds
54 — one's
words
55 About
57 Alaskan
native
61 WWII area
62 Tangible
64 Deity
65 Alphabet
sequence
66 N.J. team
67 Hawaiian
goose

1 Male children

PCOFt EIETirEFI cor WFS
/C:ki'VE COME A
GoRDON I

LON& WAY,

WHEN I WAS IN HIGH
ScHoOL,ALL I WANTED.
WAS 16 BE A MECHANIC NOWHERE i AM
MANAGING WHAT'S
TURNED
OUT To
ENE
THREE
BUSINESSES.

NEVER -11-4009HT I'D ee
USING MATH AN'SCIENCE
AN'EcoNOMiCS AN' ALL
THA'T OTHER STUFF THEy
---CLAUGHT US

I JUST WISH ID
STAVED AWAKE'

THEN IT'S t.1
-)) you

&At/E
IN SCHOOL.'

a
a
494

I REMEMBER BACK ON THE
FARM,WE HAP AN ELECT-RIC
TOY TRAIN THAT RAN
AROUND THE
CHRISTMAS TREE

THEN ONE YEAR
DOC BOY LICKED
THE TRACK

HE GLOWED
FOR THREE
DAYS

I TAKE BACK I"
EVERYTHING I'VE
SAID ABOUT HIM
NOT BEING
VERY BRIGHT

5 Greeting —
9 Couple
12 The same
(Latin)
13 Listen
14 Transgress
15 Entertain
17 Plutonium
symbol
18 Sesame
19 For fear that
21 Ernest
Borgnine role
23 Assembled
in proper
order
27 Banum
symbol
28 Church parts
29 After Mon
31 Hoover or
Beaver
34 NBC owner
35 Corded cloth
37 Author
Umberto —
39 Roman 51
40 Make a
mistake
42 — Paulo
1

2

DOWN
1 Title of
respect
2 Lyric poem
3 Not pos.
4 Tinier

3

5

12

6

7

8

17
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 12, the
347th day of 2000. There are 19
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 12, 1870, Joseph H.
Rainey of South Carolina became
the first black lawmaker sworn into
the U.S. House of Representatives.
On this date:
In 1913, authorities in Florence,
Italy. announced that the "Mona
Lisa," stolen from the Louvre Museum in Paris in 1911, had been recovered.
In 1917, the Rev. Edward Flanagan founded Boys Town outside
Omaha, Neb.
In 1975, Sara Jane Moore
pleaded guilty to a charge of trying
to kill President Gerald Ford in San
Francisco the previous September.
In 1979, in response to the Iran
hostage crisis. the Carter administration ordered the removal of
most Iranian diplomats in the
United States.
Ten years ago: President George
Bush announced that he and Soviet
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
would hold a summit the following
February in Moscow. Lauro Cavazos resigned as secretary of education.
Five years ago: By only three
votes, the Senate killed a constitutional amendment giving Congress
authority to outlaw flag burning
and other forms of desecration
against Old Glory. Two French airmen shot down over Bosnia arrived
home after nearly four months as
captives of the Bosnian Serbs.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

14

13

Base, Texas.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Randle Griggs, Dec.
6: a boy to Mr. And. Mirs. John H.
Belt and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Gordon, Dec. 7; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Joshua H. Tabers Jr., Dec.
8.
Forty years ago
John H. Hornbuckle Jr., gunner's
mater second class, U.S. Navy, is
serving aboard the dock landing
ship, USS Catamount, a unit of the
Amphibious Squadron Five, operating with the Seventh Fleet in the
Western Pacific.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Lamon Lovett and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Asmus.
In a high school basketball game,
Douglass lost to Madisonville. High
team scorers were James Jackson
for Douglass and Owens for Madisonville.
Fifty years ago
With the recent purchase of the
property behind the science building, known as the Bailey property,
Murray State College now owns
every bit of land between 15th and
16th Streets from Main to Chestnut
Streets, according to Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, MSC president.
Elected as new officers of Calloway County Medical Society were
Dr. Hugh Houston, president and
chief of staff, Dr. John Quertermous, vice president, and Dr. Conrad H. Jones, secretary-treasurer.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Farley Rasperry and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Lyons,
Dec. 6.

1 [TODAY IN HISTORY

South dealer.
ices in the use of the computer (as
Neither side vulnerable.
is this writer) have nothing to fear.
NORTH
The CD-ROM is easily installed,
* Q64 2
and its on-screen instructions are
•J 105
very easy to follow..
•A K 8 5
In the deal above, the user is
+73
told that South's opening threeWEST
EAST
notrump bid is "gambling," show+A 10 8
*KJ 9 3
ing a long, solid minor suit. You
A 92
VQ7643 (West) are given only your own
•J 6 4 3 2
•9 7
hand and are asked what to lead. If
+108
+J4
you select the right card, you are
SOUTH
cheered by •a heavenly chorus,
41 5'
while a wrong choice yields a "boo."
V K8
Cohen explains that against
•Q10
this type of bid, "it is the percent+A K Q 9 6 5 2
age play to lay down an ace (if you
The biddinghave one) and look at dummy"
South West
North East After asking for your choice, he
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass then suggests trying the spade ace
first, whereupon the dummy comes
For both serious and aspiring into view. Partner plays the three
players with aeress to a computer, on the ace, apparently a discouragthere is probably no more enter- ing signal, so you try the heart ace
taining and informative product next, on which partner plays the
on the market than Larry Cohen's three. "What now?" Cohen asks.
"interactive" CD-ROM, based on
After commenting that partreal hands played in a national ner would surely have played a
tournament event.
higher heart if he had the king,"it
The latest edition features is still poKsible that he likes spades
deals from the 1999 Life Master but could not afford to signal with a
Pairs semifinal at San Antonio. higher spade." The spade ten is
The player is given numerous op- therefore led and, after it holds, a
tions in the bidding and play of spade is continued, allowing parteach of the 52 deals, with Cohen ner to collect two more spade tricks
commenting on the merits of each to set the contract.
choice as the user makes them.
Cohen pointsout that had partOne of the many advantages of ner signaled with the spade nine at
this format is that the player is trick one, 'he would have blown
continually presented with up- the setting trick. The spade ten
dated hand diagrams as the play would have drawn dummy's queen,
proceeds,just as in a real deal. At and there would have been no way
the conclusion of play, the user is to take four spade tricks."
shown a chart of the actual
The table of results shows that
matchpoint results for that deal a score of +50 for East-West was
across the 91-table field.
worth 75.5 matchpoints of a posThose who are relative nov- sible 90 in the semifinal field.
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Ten years ago
Kiwanis of Murray sponsored its
fourth annual Kiwanis Christmas
Craft-Show over the weekend at the
National Guard Armory. Hundreds
of area residents attended the show,
according to Jim Rice, show chairman.
Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club sponsored its annual
tour of homes Dec. 9 at Oakhurst at
Murray State University, at Mark
Blankenship home at 806 Olive St.,
at James and Dru McKinney home
at 1502 Tabard, and WATCH Center at 702 Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Rickman
were married 50 years Nov. 23.
Twenty years ago
The U.S. 641 four-lane project
between Murray and Benton, scheduled for completion Dec. 1, probably will not be open to traffic until
June 1981, according to Charlie
Henry of the Department of Transportation's district engineer's office
at Reidland.
The "Yuletide Songe Feaste"
will be presented by Calloway
County High School Choral Department on Dec. 15 and 16 at 6:30 p.m.
Lavaughn R. Wells is choral director.
Thirty years ago
Approximately 240 acres were
added to the boundaries of the city
of Murray on Dec. 10 as the ordinance annexing a large area on the
south and southwest of the city was
passed on the second reading by
Murray City Council.
Richard D. Hopkins has enlisted
in the Air Force and is now taking
basic training at Lackland Air Force

CONTRACT BRIDGE

DEAR ABBY: Twenty years ago,
my high school civics teacher gave
us a choice for a project: Write a
research paper or perform 20 hours
of volunteer work and report on the
experience. For not completely
altruistic reasons, I chose the volunteer experience because I thought it
sounded more interesting — not to
mention easier!
That was one of the most memorable high school experiences I had.
I didn't come from a perfect background (does anyone?), but it was
good for me as an impressionable

IC)A I Llir CC:0 h/1 I
HIS ATTITUDE
MADE ME LOSE
20 POUNDS

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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documents
20 Southeast
Asian holiday
22 Hebrew
month
23 Nicolas —
24 Managed for
short
25 Swit ID
26 Owing
30 Resounds
32 — vera
33 — over
matter
36 Dance step
38 Raincoat
41 Money is the
— — all evil
43 Before Nov
45 Symbol for
thallium
47 TV series
49 Walks
unsteadily
50 Ovule
51 Dislike
52 Ripped
56 Toll
58 Freshwater
fish
59 Next to Sun
60 Spanish
cheer
63 "Breakfast —
Tiffany's"

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75
$37.50
6 mo.
1 yr.
$75.00
Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.
$57.00
6 mo.
$69.50
1 yr.
$98.00
Money Order
M/C

Check
Visa
Name
Street Address
Cit‘
State

Zip_

Daytime Phone
Nlail this coupon with
paiment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
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County residents discuss chicken plant
ALBANY, Ky. (AP) — Local
officials, police officers, social
workers and others gathered in the
basement of a courthouse Monday to discuss problems associated with a two-year-old chickenprocessing plant in Clinton County.

poorly and without registration or
insurance, lacy driver's licenses,
and use false identification, police
officers and court officials complained Monday. They also said
the migrant workers hang out
around pay phones to make long
calls home, don't speak English
and are leery of becoming involved
The Cagle's-Keystone Foods with
police or other government
plant opened in November 1998..
agencies.
It is subsidized with more than
"I think we need to be pre$40 million in tax breaks and pared for
more resentment in the
grants to create jobs. But instead community than
we might want
of luring local workers, the plant to believe is
there," said Ralph
has become a magnet for immi- Miniard, the police
chief of Mongrant labor, and that has many ticello, in Wayne
County. "1 don't
worried there could be growing know how much,
but I have rearesentment toward the new arrivals. son to believe
there is more."
Many of the newcomers drive
Miniard told the crowd of about

A fieldworker from the Kentucky
two dozen that he'd gotten an
inkling.of how _pp)* felt pfter Cabinet for Families and Children
he staged a roadblock last month noted that many of the immigrants
on Ky. 90, the highway that cuts also lack health insurance.
"I don't know the reason for
through his county and rolls on
into Clinton County and past the that because so many are workplant. A group of 17 Hispanic men ing, but when they have a seriwere cited for driving without ous problem they can't pay their
licenses, and in some cases with- hospital bill," Gay Latham said.
out insurance or proof of regis- "That is a serious problem."
tration.
Tim Lawson, the general manager of the plant, attended the
Fourteen told police they worked meeting at the Clinton County
at Cagle's, and a dozen of those
men were arrested two weeks later
at the Monticello courthouse by
immigration authorities. They were
sent home to Mexico after admitting they were in the United States
illegally.

courthouse with two other company officials. He said he wanted
to help — but made no promises.
"I have a huge interest in being
a good corporate citizen," he said.
Lawson said he would be willing to offer English classes for
his workers, and that he would
try to find Hispanic employees
with leadership qualities who could
act as intermediaries between local
officials and the immigrants.

Social Security offers services
new account for anyone who
receives a federal benefit, wage,
salary or retirement payment. This
low-cost, federally-insured account
lets you enjoy the safety, security and convenience of automatic
payments - even if you don't have
a checking or savings account right
now.

Chances are you have better
things to do than make trips to
deposit or cash your Social Security or Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) check. Now you
have four ways you can get your
payment.
• Direct Deposit - with direct
deposit. your check is deposited
automatically to your checking or
savings account at a bank, savings and loan or credit union.
That means there's no more waiting in line to cash or deposit your
check. And you never have to
worry about your check getting
lost or stolen. Your payment arrives
safely on time, every time.
- • Electronic Transfer Account
(ETA) - the ETA is a special,

you receive a federal payment and
a state benefit payment, the Benefit Security Card is an easy-touse debit card that can be used
to withdraw money.
It's available in Alabama,
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Missouri, North Carolina
and Tennessee. To find out more
The ETA is an account that's information about Benefit Securibeen designed by the Treasury to ty Card, call Kentucky's toll-free
allow you to get your federal pay- Customer Service Help Line Numment automatically. You can open ber at 800-720-9670.
an ETA at a participating bank,
• Or, you can do nothing and
savings and loan or credit union. continue to get your Social check
Then instead of getting a check in the mail.
in the mail, your payment will be
To learn more, contact Social
deposited to your ETA - on time, Security
at
its
website,
every time.
www.ssagov,or call(270)443-7506
• Benefit Security Card - if or (270)247-8095.

Finish Your Holiday Shopping &
Help Out Your Community.
During This Week December
12-16 Bring In A Food Item For
Needline & Receive Double
Client Reward Points On Any
Aveda® Product.
Purchase a t-shirt with The Essential
Day Spa logo on it, $12.00 each or $5
with a purchase of $50.
All t-shirt proceeds will be contributed to the Santa Project
of Calloway County.
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Choose your products
& we'll gift wrap them FREE!
Gift Certificates Available

Robert Downey Jr. charged
LOS ANGELES(AP) — Robert cent to the charges filed Monday,
Downey Jr. has been charged with said publicist Alan Nierob. The
--two-felony
_
demeanor stemming from his
The actor's attorneys are conThanksgiving weekend arrest at a tinning their investigation "regard=
Palm Springs resort.
ing the circumstances of Mr.
The actor, who was arrested Downey's arrest," Nierob said in
only four months after being a statement Monday.
released from prison in connecDowney was arrested Nov. 25
tion with another drug case, faces after an anonymous 911 call led
a maximum of six years in state police to a room at Mery Grifprison on the falonip.s and a yeas... -fiaaJtesort Hotel and Givenchy
incounty jail on the- misdemeanoi Spa. 'the police allegedly found
if convicted.
Downey with cocaine and metpamDowney, 35, will plead inno- phetamine.

Miniard asked Lawson whether
the company could put more information on its employee identity
badges. Lawson said it was possible but didn't indicate whether
he would do it. When Albany
police officer Johnny Garner asked
Lawson whether his plant couldn't set up a shuttle service for its
workers, Lawson said that probably would be something for an
entrepreneur — rather than his
plant — to consider.

Three days later, he returned
to work on the Fox series "Ally
Beal?'-He was signed to appear'
in 10 episodes, and the network
said Monday it expetts- him to- '
complete the work before his court
date.

• Massage Therapy • Facials • AVEDA'-'
• Salt Glows • Hot Stone Massage
• Aromatherapy •Sugaring • Body Wraps
f Pedicures .Manicures

The EssentialDay Spa
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So many gifts, so little time! How will you manage to get it all done? Try visiting these
downtown merchants.
They carry the best variety of gifts and supplies for the holidays, and remember— you
help support the community
when you keep your shopping dollars at home.

M

"Your UK Headquarters"
753-7222

106 South 5th Street
753-9853
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Discover Something Special
759-2100

New Life Bookstore
Our Coffee & Tea Room"
753-1622
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Court Square
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Personal Service/Free Gift Wrapping

JANE'S ATTIC
Used Furniture
Avon Products
•
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MAIN ST. MUSIC

APPLIANCE

312 Main Street
759-0420

212 Main Street
753-1586

SHANE LEE OUTLET
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308 Main Street
753-3753

Consignment Shop
Try Our Fresh Fruit Drinks

MAYTAG

tOiti Raepbouj

Fridays Open til 8 p.m.
Sundays 1-4 p.m.
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11004
Formal Wear and Luxury Limousin(
/Mill Writ

753-1300

753-1713

Visit Santa At His House Downtown On The Courthouse Lawn.
Friday, Dec. 15 from 4-7 p.m. & Sat., Dec. 16 from 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
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Mrs. Whitaker P3(2nd Grade)
Murray Elementary School

If;\13

Dear Santa,
I loved the angel barbie you gave me last year I play
with her a lot I want a Pooch-ie, Mouch-ie, barbie rock
in roll raideo house, cool clips barbie, odd ball pooch-ie.
and a barbie bike soot I hope I did not ask for too much
Your friend. Meg O'Brien

Dear Santa,
I want Meowchie the cat and a decanc guitar and some
hot wells cars, and a wele rarer, and a spider man sleping
bag, and Pokemon the movie 2000 and a Pirewrager
Megzourd and a real puppy and a real cat and a Bzooke
and a gametvy and some games and a bow and arrow
Your friend. Dakota Holland

Dear Santa,
I loved what you gave me last year Will you please
bring me a poo-chi, legos, and some blocks' I'm going to
donate some of last year's toys Sanu I have never been
this happy Long time no see
Your friend, Katrina Olson

••

WO
FINANCING
on all home appliances
over $399 until July 2001

SIFAIRS
Owned & Operated By Opal Hart
912 S. 12Ih St. • Murray • 753-2310
Hrs: Sun. 12-5; Mon.-Sat.6-6

CiTTENTION)
( LASAGNA
t LOVERS
-'You get a taste of it all. Plus oa‘sis.
(delicious Lasagna makes Sundays even
more special
$14.81

+vu

Paglials
,k210 Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-2975_,)

Dear Santa,
would like • Meowchi and a swimming pool Also. I
want a trampoline and real bird
Your friend. Cheyenne Stowers

Dear Santa.
Please give me a typewriter, clothes, recorder. pokemon
cards, cars, 102 Dalmations, play money
Your friend, Dustin Alan Sharp

Slits Heisa 2nd Grade
East Elementary School

Dear Santa,
May I please have a new bike and some makeup and
new shoes and C D player, a bed. tenoshoes and some
games and a Christmas tree and some playdough and a
camera and a kitchen set and some Barbies and some
gloves and a Butterfly ring and a Butterfly pony tail
Your friend. Danielle Brown

Dear Santa,
For Chnsmas I would like a skooter, a horse, and a new
puppy. Now what I need I need a calendar, a new pencil
and a clock
Your friend, Megan Alibi-men

Dear Santa,
If you make more presents for everybody and I, we will
have a happier live. Santa my morn and dad don't have
enough money to buy presents for our family and everything we need. If we spend all our money on presents we
wont have enough money for taxes and food. I will be a
happy girl if you make more presents. Please do it for me
My brother doesn't have very many toys and he needs
some I like you Santa
Your friend, Karlee Wilson

Dear Santa.
I want an MPKA set, a gas mask swat team toy and buf
falo skin to I need pants and a scarf and shirt
Your friend. Slade Allen McCuision

Dear Santa.
Thank you for last year's toys. I will be more thankful it
you can get me Mario Kart 64. If you get me that I will
be more thankful than last year. 1 have not forgotten my
homework all year. 1 take the dog out I don't hit my sister The other things I want are Trouble, Mouse Trap,
Mario Party 2, and Sarge's Hems 2.
Sincerely, Garret Wright

S.
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Purchase Area
Physical Therapy
208 S. 6th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-9500

Have a
Happy Healthy
Holiday Season'

)
Heskett )
iChiropracti
Center Inc.
1703 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1116 (Office)
•
1. ,

alas_jimbis

Ginger's
Hallmark
640 N. 12th St.
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oe ,AAtakay

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

LENNOX
•••

a••• ••••• i•

w•••• 6666 •

802 Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-8181

Dear Santa,
Will you get me a c.d. player Will you get use a
Dragonfly and some close and some pokemon. 102
Dalmations the moovy and the Rugrats in Pans the
moovy and a playstation
Your friend, Cody Farley

212 E. Main St.• Murray
Owners:
Dwight & Karen McDowell
(270) 753-1586

Dear Santa,
I want remote control car and a bike I need some pencils, some gloves, some pants and shirts
Your friend. Joshua Corn

Mrs. Dublin 2nd Grade
East Elementary School
Dear Santa.
I like a mountain bike and a remote control car and a
guitar
Your friend. Gabriel Martin
Dear Santa.
Would you give the poor people some food forever on
Christmas
Love, Alex Brumley

Dear Santa.
Could you please get me a silver scooter, talking computer. Rab the robot, all kinds of robots. TV.. couch.
Pikacha, bean bag. Pikacha chair, Pikacha sleeping bag.
the grinch movie, the pokeomon movie, the rugrats &
pains movie, and a cotton candy maker
Your friend, lace Mills
Dear Santa,
I want three Drgonballz movies and a Digemon mosie
and the thing Harry Potter and some dragonballz guy's
and I think you are the best
Love your mend. Cody Myers
Dear Santa.
I want a new bike. I want a new basketball. I want a bag.
I want a robot. I want a camera I want the 102
Dalmation
Your friend, Jordan Byerly
Dear Santa,
I want a boom box and a teacher's board to play teacher
with and a snow cone maker and little. little Dalmation
dog that is real. I want the 102 Dalmation movie. I want
everybody that is poor to get money arid food to eat.
Your friend, Chelsea Snyder
Dear Santa,
I want a Nintendo U.The rug rat adventures game and to
hear you say Ho Ho Ho'
Your friend,
Craig Henson
Dear Santa,
I would like a pikachu toy and a bell bottoms and a
computer and a CD and a VCR and a t.v and a Rudolph
yo yo and a pochi and a Robot and a 102 Dalmation
movie and a Rugrats in Pans movie.
Your friend. Kera Bogard
Dear Santa,
I would like a Barbie doll house, a trampoline, a pall,
some Jewelry and a sand box, a pond. some Barbie doll
clothes By By Santa I hope you are doing great I love
you Santa
Your friend, Jessica Reese
Dear Santa,
I want a real ice cream maker. a real cotton maker, a cool
snow board and a cool sled
Your friend. Cory Brandstetter
Dear Santa.
I would like a swiming pool. a trick hike, a din bike, a
forwheeler. a go kart. a wild fire, a soccer ball, a football.
skooter
Your friend. Dustin Vance
Dear Santa.
1 would like a Meawoki and a techno viper smite sword.
mini sire go cast The Grinch movie Also a Game Boy
Your friend, Brendan McCormack
Dear Santa,
How are you' I would like to have a dollhose and a baby
bed I will need a new pillow and a new cat and dog
dinosaur books, new pencils and baby doll to
Your friend. Tiffany McKinney
Dear Santa.
I would like lots of pokemon stuff I would like a poke.
mon bed and a pokemon playhouse I want a Machu
wallpaper for it Can I have every Pokemon moYie I want
He You Pikachu
Your friend. Harry Stephenson

Randy
Thornton')
( Co., Inc.

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Dear Santa.
I want a soccerball, soccerball shoes I want a compact
disc. I need a tobogan, a pair of mittens
Your friend. Samuel Joseph Driskill

Dear Santa,
Thank you first of all I had to thank you for my toys
They are very nice I want a BIG barbie car, and it has to
fit me, a lip gloss maker, and warm clothes and warm
shoes I will respect my toys and be very nice to my dad
1 want a ptipp _Last year I liked my holia hoop and my
%Vann coat.
From, MacKenzie Lee Webster

Dear Santa.
How are you today' I like to have a Poochie dog and a
pogo stik and clothes and jeans and a Barbie cash regi%
ter and the Gnnch movie and a wipe off hoard and invite
and a tiedye chair and a bewitch mlleronater and head
phones
Your friend, Nicole Duman
Dear Santa.
How are you' I would like to tell you what I want for
Chnstmas A play house 2 frail dolls and a real horse
Your friend, Knstina Fricker
Dear Santa.
I would want a goit and a choper meant'. a blue Ion. a
computer, a bouncy hall, skooter, a purple blow op chase
phone skateboard, four wheeler
Your friend. Taylor Lamb

-.011111x.
S.

Dear Santa,
I want army men things I want Dragonfly. I want a
pigebake I want a Millionaire game. I want box of
dinosaurs book. I want a army man play house. I want a
movie Rugrats in Paris
Your friend, Zachary Dunn

Dear Santa,
I would like and I want for Christmas black shoes. I real
want makeup. markers. Imgloss, black sandls I need
undrellu. Jens, shirts, hear cleps, pencils.
Your friend. Cierra M. Slaman

Dear Santa,
I like to have a Machu Plillow I like to have Dinosaurs
book of Tyrannosaurus Rex book Puppies that are soft
and a horse book
Your friend. Annamaric Turner

—ssesse

Dear Santa,
I would like a pair ol shoes and clothes, cars, army men
and a c d player. cover and pillows
Your friend, Robert Kirks
Dear Santa,
May I have a surfboard, a snowboard, a c.d player. a
Spice Girl Barbie, some tape, typewriter, four wheeler,
socks, tennis shoes and a mechanical lizard
Your friend, Nicole Keen

Dear Santa,
This Christmas I want a Poo-Chi, Pony Castle, and my
Mom and Dad back together
Your friend, Morgan Williams

•

Your friend, Allen R Morton

73

Dear Santa,
I want a barbie. I want a baby doll I want a puppy. I
want a bike. I want a cat 1 want a robot dog
Your fnend. Kendra Thomas

Dear Santa.
Thank you for all the wonderful toys I still play with all
my toys. If you would 1 was wanting to have these toys
silky pants, rocket the dog, red scooter. American doll,
dancing Debby. Alussa doll. barbies, and legos. If I don't
get any of those I don't care but must of all I want to be
there because it's God's birthday
Love, Rebecca Walker
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Dear Santa,
want a CD player. And a bike And a rap CD and a pair
of GT wills for my bike.
Your friend. Josh Colson
Dear Santa,
I really really want a talking furby, a baby doll, and a
Barbie doll What I really need is some clothes and shoes
I really really want a baby talking furby, baby born doll,
a wedding barbie
Your friend, Kelsey Newberry
Dear Santa.
I want a kernel. Kelly a Beanie, plane, a pair of skates
too. Now what I need Some new shoes, some new
clothes and a new dresser
Your friend, Skylar Hillenbury
Dear Santa,
I want a guitar, whiter clothes, math cards. cassettes.
Bible, whiter shoes These are presesnts
Your friend, Hope Bramlett
Dear Santa,
I want a be be gun 1 want no school forever I want a
skeeter I need to be an Indian
Your friend, Koty Bynuni
Deaf Santa,
I want a woodier I want truck with a trailer and a lasey
and I want a cede player and a Tennesee Titans cap
Your friend, Keaton Starks

Dear Santa,
I want a Barbie cash register, some playdough, a Braney
Spears doll, a computer, a Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire, a Technopuppc. a Spice Girls doll. the
Rugrats in Pans movie. some Anzona shorts. a Barbie
stodeo lipglas maker.
Your friend, Tiffany Elkins
Dear Santa
I want a Dragonfly remote control car, a G I Joe arm)
man, and an action man, and an action man car, and a toy
Jet and a water gun and a huge, huge army set I would
like some pants and some shoes and socks and Tekno and
ples bring me 102 Dalmattons ples
Your friend, Donald Johnson
Dear Santa,
I would like a few things like some MOM Barbtes and
some Digimon toys and a new Britney Spears and the
Millionaire game and the ateens and some jewelry and
some toy motorcycle and some rubber snakes and some
clothes and a four wheeler and a Pocohontas Barbie and
a Mermaid Barbie and some dinosaurs and a Play Station
Your friend, Lindsey Starrier
Dear Santa,
Please I need a new pair of shoes_ I want a go kart. I
want Dragonfly car and a Cheator, a remote control army
tank I want a Play Station. game Tek Ken 3
Your friend, Justin Downs
Dear Santa.
Please can you get me a Grinch movie, the manse is the
Grinch Stole Christmas' Please can you get me a book.
Please can you get me a movie name Big Moma Moma
Homes Please can you get me a Easy Baker. Please can
you get me a Shama Twain. I love you Santa. Merry
Christmas to all
Your friend, Paula Stom

Dear Santa,
1 want a new bike, a girl's bike and I want a new multiside and I want a new four wheeler too I need pencils
and crayola
Your friend. Jade Mills
Dear Santa,
I want a CD player, a dog, a cat 1 need some decorations for my room
Your friend, Victoria Hardin
Dear Santa,
I want a Nintendo 64, a CD player with some CDs, a
dog, a skeeter 2000, a rocket top and a pokemon game
with my Nintendo 64
Your friend, Zachary Crowder
Dear Santa,
I want a mmercar I need a Christmas tree I want a star
Your friend, Brittany Rogers
Dear Santa.
I want a go cart, a pelet gun I want a camoflauge knife
I want a fle-s saks and underwear with a suit. Oh and with
that go cart it is camoflaug
Your friend, Mason Milby
Dear Santa,
I want a Poch'. Meowchi, Twister, Tice RC. Dragonfly.
and a game boy, toy Bert bike and a real cat
Your friend, Greg Wood
Dear Santa,
I want a din bike, a cat and a dead turkey I need a jack
et, warm clothes and soap
Your friend. Zakan Winchester
Dear Santa,
I want a mountain bike, a puppy dog and a katein I need
some clothes, some shoese and some hair clips and some
makeup
Your friend, Allison Wells
Dear Santa,
I want a puppy dog. some makeup, dressup stuff and
some clothes
Your friend. Nichole Paige Temean
Dear Santa,
I want a remote control airplane and a motorcycle I
need crayons and Elmer's
Your friend. Devon Thomas
Dear Santa.
I want a real Dirt bike I want a mountain hike I want a
real puppy I want a toy bear I want a toy rnocecho dirt
bike. I want a motorclikl. I want a toy soprmen I want a
toy wok I want a toy bike I want a toy men
Your friend, Cameron Todd Dick
Dear Santa,
I want makeup I want clothes and dress shoes I want a
bike I want a radio too And a dog too
Your friend Kathryn Foriest

Dear Santa,
Please bring me a Dragonfly, mittens, a drum set, electric guitar for my borther
Your friend, Vince Gill
Dear Santa,
Can I have a Bntney Spears C.D playyuor and a Baby
Spice C.D. playyuor.
Your friend. Janice Miller
Dear Santa,
1 will like you to bring me a surf board and some close
Your friend. Tommy Reynolds
Dear Santa,
May I have a puppy. May 1 have Big Mom Mom House
May I have a Bntney Spears. May I have some Pokemon
May I have cat. May I have computer. May 1 base a
Christmas tree May I have a Spice Girls May I have
Baby I Know, May I have a Butterfly May I have
Digmon May I have a play station
Your friend, Delenae Jackson
Dear Santa,
May I have new pair of shoes, Army set, Digimon
Transformer, a football, a play station football, a all new
Digivice. supreme cheator. Dragonballz, pinball game,
The Rug Rats in Paris the movie. a stuffed Reptar, C D
player with Who Let The Dogs Out C.D
Your friend. Timothy Chapman
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holiday gift.

Dear Santa,
May I have pair of dress shoes, the real moving baby. a
Robonic dog, the Grinch movie and a Barbie
Your friend, Myranda Ripley
Betty Hassell 2nd Grade
Southwest Elementary School
Dear Santa,
Thank you for giving me the monster truck last year.
Did you like the cookies and milk' I have been good this
year Would you please get me a scooter, a Cl)player and
some CD's?
Your friend, Jason Keyes
Dear Santa.
I want new boots And I want a radio I want a skooter
I want a play station
Love, Bradley Higgins
Dear Santa,
If you think I have been good then here are sowe things
I would like a computer and games and a pet cat and a
snake and a cag to go wthe it
Love. Jake Wise
Dear Santa.
I have been good I hope you are going to give me some
presents I want a real pug but a little one Thank you Santa
Love,
Michaela Johnson
Dear Santa.
I have been a good boy this year I want a python and a
scooter Thank you for getting me all of these presents
Your friend.
Joshua Pace

Bel-Air Center

753-0440
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Happy Holidays!

THORNTON TILE
AND MARBLE
612 South 9th St.

753-5719

Ma. Nance P3's
East Elementary School

Dear Santa,
Thank you for the gilts you gase me last year I will
leave you milk and cookies and a little surprire If you
Dear Santa,
leave me these
I would like a puppy for my mom house I would like a think Eve been good this year can you
If speed bike. a Barbie cash register. Spec Girls CD, gifts' 3 real Digimon theire names are Betamon.
Yellow, Pokemon
playckmah. Who lei the dogs out, a talkin bubba type- Demivermon and Salelamon Pokemon
writer, clothes I would really like a camera very BAD' Green, Pokemon Gold Pokemon Silver
Millionaire, some real money. Big Daddy movie. Rugrats Your friend
Dylan Miller
in Pans movie, Baby I Know
Your friend. Kayla Elizabeth Herndon
Dear Santa,
I have been good this year Can you give all the children
Dear Santa.
of these
I would like a Chestor. Night Scream. Dragonfly. presents every year' I hope you bring me most
things An alarm clock, a pinochle. and a CD player Have
Pokemon drapes. Play Station II with 6 games
a good Christmas I hope you like the cookies I hope I
Your friend, B1 Brown
see you at the program
Your sweetness.
Dear Santa.
I want a Mermaid Batiste I real like Barbie that san Tiffany Henson
swim to I want a video camera for Christmas please Mr
Santa
Your friend. Jenny Willoughbs
Dear Santa.
I would like some Marmon games, cloytes, legos,
pokenum cards and movies I would like stoves and a hat
and •dortol wait. c d player, and a toy Mr dragonfly
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North Elementary School
Miss Galloway
Dear Santa.
May I have a scooter and a remote nc car Please
can I have a remote truk. My sister want a fingernail maker. My brother want Pokenom cards
Travis Kim
-oars
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Dear Santa,
I'm seven years old thank you for the presents
you gave me last year so I with you a Marry
Christmas you are a good man because you are
giveing people presents. I hope every body is
writeing a letter to you. I've been a good girl.
Teonia Purefide
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Have a Holly,
Jolly Holiday!
kat

Dear Santa,
Will you brag me a musl car and a four welr and
a remote control truk I will be grid santa claus.
Will you pies brag me thus. I hop you have a merry
Chinstmas
Wade Stokes
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Dear Santa,
I hope you have Merry Christmas. I would like a
bike that has a waterbotta. I would like two scooter and some goo. Have a Merry Christmas.
Alesha 0'Bryan

3rd & Maple Streets
767-0579

Dear Santa.
Thank you for last years presents. May I have a
fingernail maker or a Barbie or clothes. Have fun
eating all [hoes cookies. Don't get a tummy ank.
Tiffany Franklin
Dear Santa,
Merry Christmas pelease can I have a Poochie
and a new bike and a ball I have been good this
year I will leve you a present.
Samantha George
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Dear Santa
May 1 have a scooter and goon. Have a Merry
Christmas.
Schon Smith

1503 Stadium View Dr.
Murray. KY • 753-9356

\

Dear Santa,
May I have a scooby doo scooter ane a scooby
doo bedroom suite.
Derek Matin

APPLE TREE
(SCHOOt.TOO
th

401 N. 12th St.• Mur
753-9316

Dear Santa,
Merry Christmas can I please have skates and
clothes.
Monica Delacruz
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Dear Santa.
Thank you for the stuff you got me last year. Can
I please have a scooter. I would like a bike for
Christmas to. Dancing Debbie. I've ben trying to
be good this year. I hope you get me a bunch of
thangs next year and this year.
Taylor Fike
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Dear Santa,
I hope you have a merry Christmas. For my brother a toy dinosaurs and some clothes. I want a
poochie, dancing Debbie and a bike.
Latoshia Hopkins
Dear Santa,
Merry Christmas Santa Claus Santa may I have
gymeration. And a baby bodel for my baby niece
and nephew.
Candyce Chambers

Cain's*
Ce4RYSLER.P..YMOUTH•DOCKIE•JFEP ',vs swum
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KV OOOO
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Email: 5star@cains.net
(270)753-6448

-

Hwy. 641 N.• 753-7229
Mon.-Fri. 7:00-5:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:00 a.m.-12 Noon

Dear Santa,
I'm glad that it is almost Chrismtas. May I have
102 dalmations toy with Oddball. And Poochie and
a trapoline. But the most thing I want for
Christmas is my whole family to be together for
one day. 'Thank you for everything that you have
given me.
Caroline Darnell
Dear Santa.
What do you want for Christmas, Santa? This is
what I want for Christmas.
I. Flute
2. Robot puppy
3. Dancing Debbi
Thank you for last year Christmas
Kaylon Staines
Dear Santa,
I think you are to busy to make me alot of things
I only want 4 things this year. On my list I want a
thunderbolt and 7 bosters of pokymon cards, the
movie The Final Bage and a big stuffed Meauth
Shea Patton
Dear Santa,
The only thing I want for Christmas is for everyone to have a good time at Christmas. You are a
nice person. ,The only thing I want is a Super
Poochie.
Aaron Clark
Dear Santa,
Thank you for giving me toys. I want a drum set
and playstation computer games.
Brock Simmons
Dear Santa,
I am very excited about Christmas this year! And
I hope you are too! And I hope I don't ask for to
much, but I want at least ten things. L hope you
don't spend all your money. The things I want are
roll on glitter, lip gloss, clothes and shoes_
Samantha Logan
Dear Santa.
I hope lam on your good list. I hope all may family gets together and Granny comes to visit me. I
want a: I. Skooter 2. Dancing Debbie 3. Who Let
The Dog Out 4_ Trampoline.
Mel na Dodd

Dear Santa,
Merry Christmas! Can you please bring me a dalmation poch-chi, a Aaron Carter CD, and a
Skeeter.
Marci Crouch

Dear Santa,
Can I have a scooter and a transformer dude and
a remote control truck? I hope ycu have a good
day. Evrybody loves you. Your the greatest and
some times you say, ho ho ho. You know we love
you.
Matthew Wilk ins

Dear Santa,
May I have a scooter. May I have a cat too. May
I have a transformer. Merry Chnstmas ho ho ho
Happy New Year.
Blake Edwards

405 S. 125.St• Mums KY
270-753-5621

Dear Santa,
I hope you have a merry christrivas I hope your
work in the work shop goes well I hope my family can get together for Chrismas And I hope you
can get me a robot And I hope you can get me a
trampoline
Mitchell Smith

Dear Santa.
I wish you a Marry Christmas. May I please have
a Make up Mindy. Fingernail make thing, and last
of all a video camera thank you
Ashleigh Eldridge

Dear Santa.
Marry Christmas to Santa, May I have a Barbie
doll. Can I plese have a skeeter. May I plese have
a dancing debbie. I hop you have a Marry
Chistmas. I will save you some cookies.
Courtney Lamb

How Banking Should Be

Dear Santa,
I wish my Granny will come to Murray to have
Christmas. Because I love my Granny, very, very,
mach, I love you Santa.
Amber Jones

Dear Santa.
I love it when you come to my house and put toy's
under my chnstmas tree every year. I want an
N'Sync watch and a gymnastics baby doll set and
a blow up chair.
Meagan Elwards

Dear Santa,
May I please have Dancing Debbie and I want a
blue camera I want a Gooze and I have been good
this year and I hope you have Merry Christmas
Taylor Armstrong

,

Dear Santa.
Merry Christmas to you Santa. I think you are a
nice person. I hope you can get me a robot puppy,
poochie and a trampoline and a computer please,
sir.
Carlie McCuiston

Dear Santa.
May I have a bazooka please and a skooter and
have a merry Christmas and a scoby doo movie
and thats all. Can I see roodof the red nose ramdear. I want to see you can I solo the norf pole can
I have aig glue from you.
Jake Hutchinson

Dear Santa,
Merry Christmas lye tried to be good this year.
Can I please may I get a game boy and a scooter
and a titans jersey I hope you have a good christmas and a happy new year.
Jeremy Pruitt

1141
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bring me a Barbie jeep, roller blades, a lava lamp
and a cash register. I hope you have a Merry
Christmas'
Rebekah Burkeen

Dear Santa,
I love it's time of year when you come The
prensents I want a baby furby, dress-up and a pair
of roller skates and get my sister a snow Barbie
have a Merry Chnstmas and a ho ho ho to you.
Krishna Rowhuff
Dear Santa.
May I have a golf set for Christmas please can I
tried and toed I tried last year I wanted it last year
but !bib not get it but I really wanted one How are
you doing today Santa
Eric Thurmond
North Elementary School
Mrs. Vance
Dear Santa,
I want a GI Joe Dune buggy. a GI Joe boat, car
and scooter
Lucas Morton

Dear Santa,
I hope you have a Merry Christmas. I hope I get
a trampoline, Dancing Debbie, and a new dog.
Ashton Paschall
Dear Santa,
I would like some toys. I want a dirt bike, a Zelda
game, and a Max Steel car. I will try to be a good
boy.
Justin Hargrove
Dear Santa.
I think you are nice because you do not charge
money. And you do not charge coins too. You are
very very nice because all your toys are free. I
want a play station and a go cart and a bow and
arrow.
Cody Redden
Dear Santa,
You are the greatest. I liked everything you
brought me last Christmas. All I want this
Christmas is a BMX bike and a nseouth stuffed
animal.
Jonathan Burkeen
Dear Santa,
I think you are nice because you do not charge
money and you do not charge coins too You are
very, very nice because all your toys are free I
want a Playstation. gocart, and a bow and arrows.
Taylor Dumas
Dear Santa.
How many reindeer do you have? How many
elves work for you? Did you make a lot of presents
this year? How do you sneak down the chimney'
Would you please bong me Spiral the Dragon I. 2,
and 3 for my play station. Could you also bring me
a Nintendo 64? I will be a good boy'
Bradley Gardner
North Elementary School
Mrs. Berhow / Mrs. Pardue
Dear Santa.
How are the deem going" I have been good this
year Santa, how is the weather please can I have a
competition book? And a chair that turns into a
bed? And some julrey^
Megan Gilbert
Dear Santa.
I want a batman, a cool one colored green and
orange red, and a ski and a game and a bike
Nathan Greamn

Dear Santa,
Flow are you doing at the Northpole I want a
scooter and a cat I want a robot puppy too
Dakota Erwin

Dear Santa.
How are the reindeer going now" I wood like a
skate head and I want a snow hood and a pair of
shoes
Tyler Morton

[)ear Santa.
You are the king of x-mas All I want for x-mas is
pokemon gameboy gift set, and a mario party 2.
and some bop bags I also want a inane brother,
deluxe for my garnehoy Super mano game for my
ntntendo 64 would he good Thank you
Robbie Canning

Dear Santa,
Are your reindeer feeling good" Will you please
get me these things' Boombos a hairdryer art hos
and a yoyo
Victoria Jackson

Dear Santa.
Is it snowing at the north pole'Would you please

Dear Santa
Are the reindeer healthy and are they doing okay'
Do the elves need anything' Here are just a few

things I want. I would like a chariest dress. I want
a book called 111C PTOMISC
McKaylon Wilson
Dear Santa,
I was wondering how the year was going where
you are right now. But I would like to have a skatebord and also a friend and also a toy robot. Please
Aaron Littlepage
Dear Santa.
How do you train your reindeer to fly? How is
your elves a doing? I would like to have a fourwheeler and I'd like to have a robot dog and I'd
like to have some make up and I'd like to have lip
smacker.
Jessica Fortner
Dear Santa,
I have been a good girl. And how are your elves
doing? Are they doing fine? I would like a drum set
and a flag and a map of the world please.
Jordan Eldridge
Dear Santa.
Are you going to bring me some toys? If you
bring me some I will want some please. How are
your reindeer? What I want for Christmas is a viper
strike and a tony hawk pro skater and a tornado
twister.
Curt Thurman
Dear Santa.
You are nice and I have been good. How are you?
I want a bike more nintendo games and a game boy
with a ganie to go in it. And I like your 'cinder and
your elves.
Nathaniel Tucker
Dear Santa.
How is Mrs. Claus? Here is just a few of the
things I want. I would like a Harry Potter book and
my grandma to get well and the world to be better.
Dirty Stephenson
Dear Santa,
How are the reindeer healthy? I want a skateboard
and guitar and skis
Matthew Conner
Dear Santa,
How are your reindeer" Have I been good this
year? Is the red sleigh doing good? How are your
elves? And can I have a guitar for Christmas and
games?
Kyle Underhill
Dear Santa,
How are you doing? How are your reindeers?
How do you ride in your sleigh? I want a sled. I
want a bike. I want a dog.
Jeri McReynolds

work Audi like you
Nicholas Crass
Dear Santa,
I would like a game boy for Christmas. You are
very good especially when you bnng everybody
presents. I bet you and your elves work hard. Is the
North Pole always cold? You are special.
Halley Tubbs
Dear Santa,
I want a scooter for Christmas_ And why do the
elves help you Santa? And why do you have to go
down the chimney?
Jererney Jones
Dear Santa,
I want a Mary-Kate and Ashley Book. You have
been so nice to all the people and me and my family.
Jessica Calhoon
Dear Santa.
I want some lego,s. Would you bring me some
lego,s fix Christmas. Would you bring me one of
those big pack,s that costs S100.00. Thank you for
all the things you have brought me all these
Christmas's. How do the reindeer fly?
Hunter Henson
Dear Santa,
I really appreciate you for doing the thing you do
for me. But do you know what I really want for
Christmas" A bean bag that is blue.
Amber Sanders
Dear Santa,
1 would like a puppy at my Dads please Is
Rudolph for real/
Ryan Thurman
Dear Santa,
I want a scooter 1 thank you for the toys 1 love
you
Chelsea Boyd
North Elementary School
Mrs. Conner's Class
Dear Santa,
I want a trampoline and a princess barbie. Thank
you for the stuff.
Kara Smith
Dear Santa,
This is I want for Christmas I want tonka space
station for playstation And Max steule I hope you
a marry Christmas Santa
Sean Scott
Dear Santa,
I whant a play station and a barbie beach, and a
PuPPY dogShawnna Parker

Dear Santa.
How is your rendeer are pulling your sleigh? I
like your elves. I want a soccer ball and I want a
t.v and elf.
Chris Owen

Dear Santa,
I want two things that are. I. Barbie and Kristi
mermaid doll and 2. Barbie pet rescue cd rom.
Ciera Gobert

Dear Santa,
I love you. I have a jar with pennies. I like your
reindeers. I like your sleigh. I like when you say ho
ho ho. Please can I have books? Please can I have
a game? Please can I hay a iv.?
Daniel Hall

Dear Santa,
I want a 100 dollar pill and I want a little baby
kitten oh can I have some more pleas Santa you
soud good And can I have a cheata pleas and a
snake a king
Devi n Shadday

Dear Santa,
I would like to see Rudolph and the others. Please
can you get me some earrings and earring hoops. I
don't have very much to ask for but I want some
coloring books.
Lauren Johnson.

Dear Santa,
Can I have a walk men and a poochie"
Samantha Darnell

Dear Santa,
Christmas is my favorite time of year. How is Ms.
Claus? How are the reindeer? Please may I have a
soccerball and a yoyo and a boombox and a pair of
earrings?
Keonia Purefide
North Elementary School
Ma. Ferguson
Dear Santa,
I want a Barbie that dances. I want another piano.
I want a computer. I want puzzles. I want a lot of
books. I want a lot of toys. I want a house for
Barbie. I want some other shoes. I want some fishes.
Karen Alvarado
Dear Santa,
Can I please have Baby New Born" I know how
hard you work
Kelsey Clere
Dear Santa,
Would you get me a computer please' Thank you
I am 7. I can play it 64 games. I love you.
Tavia Olive
Dear Santa,
How come Chnstmas is only on the 25 day)
Thank you for bringing all those gifts for all of us
I want a teddybear.
David Lawrence
Dear Santa,
Me and my mom want some money. Santa how•
do the raindear fly and santa how do you go down
the chimneys and how can you fly? 1 love you.
Kody Stevens
Dear Santa,
I want a puppy How do reindeer fly? How do the
elves make radio's'
Patrick Kelly II
Dear Santa,
I want a toy dive that talks and plays with me I
like your elves so much I want one too_ Thank of
the snow on Christmas Mmmmm snowcream.
Tisha Dawson
Dear Santa.
I want a finger bike with a action figure Why
can't you walk to the house"
Tyler Amos
Dear Santa,
I know that you are busy and all that stuff, but can
I have a radio'
Jonathan Edwards
Dear Santa
I want a Eve doll thank you Santa
lyssa Chambers
Dear Santa.
How come Christmas is on the 25th of
December' Thank you for the presents. How many
elves do you have' I have already written to you
and you know what I want for Chrtsmas. But I
really would like Jame, Bond Nintendo game
Joseph Lofland
Dear Santa,
I would like a bike
Dustin Murray
Dear Santa
I want a Viper stock Thank you Santa for your

Dear Santa,
I wead like a athchye and a pare of mittens an
bateball. I like you santa
Alex Mason
Dear Santa,
I want playstation rabbit I love you Snta
Sara Alsaeed
Dear Santa,
Will you give me a baby, a princess and barbie'
Liz Bobben
Dear Santa,
The two things I want is a robot dog and a scooby doo talking dog. It was hard to figerout what I
wanted But I love scooby doo I got a scooby doo
journale
Brittany Tibaldi
Dear Santa.
I want a 64 I want a trampoline
Ryan Sudduth
Dear Santa,
I love you. I want Gooze. I want you and my
mommy. Eat cheese
Candice Duncan
Dear Santa.
How are you filling"! want thampolalm. I went a
baby doll.
Lauren Deweese
Dear Santa,
I want a jump rope
Michelle Kirk
Dear Santa.
I really want blue Gooze. Can I have a diary. Do
you hae Rudeoff the red nose reindeer.
Cassie Collins
Dear Santa.
I want a game boy color, and a pokemon blue and
the pokemon silver Thank you
Zachary Carter
Dear Santa,
How are you doing' I want anything you give me
What are you doing" But I want a lap top computer
Kody Rudolph
Dear Santa.
I want a lipgloss - maker and a kelly doll I hope
you have a happy Christmas thank you For bonging us some presents
Sierra Gobert
Dear Santa.
I would like for you to bring me a bike I want a
brown bike. I also want a brown horse I want
SOTC puppets to.
Hunter Williams

Dear Santa,
I wad like a pokemon.
Claus cymes I wad like
like a lamp and a r.y.j. 1
Chnstmas.
Tiffany Thomas
Dear Santa,
I would like a huffy b'
like a takano and 1 w.
would like a cd played •
I would like nintendo
2. I would also like a
game boy color. and
Statun.
Marie Foster
Dear Santa,
My name is Christ..
Mr. Browns class.
For Christmas I .
sorry and a Techno an'
forme and a cd player Pokemon shirt and a tw
Christopher Armstrong
Dear Santa,
My name is Henry R•
For chnstmas I would
and I would also like
kids gum dispenser .
Book and dominos and
case and game boy col.
Henry Rogers
Dear Santa,
I want all the poke
Sega dream cast, the '
pinball, Dragon ball Z
talkie, color game boy
Elecuronic Chetor :
Max Steel,Sega a War
Figure
O'shea Shaquille Rob
Dear Santa,
My name is Chnsti.
me from last Chnstm. •
like a Barbie cd play
would like the game clothes, Hush Littel
Barbie cd.
Christian Graves
Dear Santa,
My name is Justin
Brown class. For Ch
dog and a tenoye. I so
like a sprderman we..
Justin Kalberer
Dear Santa,
My name is Andrew
kit, metol detecter;
Andrew Phillips
Dear Santa,
My name is Robbie
class. I want a pooci,
pokemon cacher ball.
Robbie Jones
Dear Santa,
I want for Christmas
a cd player
Kenneth Embry
Dear Santa.
How are things at the
for Christmas' I ..•
boy, a scooter, a four
want a telescope, too.
you. I will leave you c
Jordon Kendley
Dear Santa,
My name is Math .
Black & Blue, a Cs
clothes, game boy col.
Madison Schwettman
Dear Santa,
I want a four-whee
new bed and a new d..
film for my camera. I
you have a merry Chn
Mikel Stroup
Dear Santa,
My name is Zach
Brown's class. For Ch
and puppy dog. I want
and I wold like to hav.a poochie too!
Zachary Ashcraft
Dear Santa,
For Christmas I .
book about woofs for
me a cat and a 20 feet
Drew Kelleher
Dear Santa,
I want a minuchur clo
and it is cute, I would
moddel monster truck
meowchie Some new
and another dunt bike.
Colby Donelson
Dear Santa,
My name is Brittany
Jeep Barbie car, a scor
pocket Jeep, all of the
a poochie, a meowchie
a trampoline, a Game
and Magic Meagan
Brittany Cannon
Dear Santa.
For Christmas I
Dancing Debbi
Magan and a poster .
would also like to has
for my computer and
school bus
Lumta Alvarez
Dear Santa,
I would like silly Mu
dall A magic mega*
boy color If you could
a moew-chi
l_erAnn Lawrence
Murray Y

Dear Santa.
Mem Can I have a robot dog. Pet rabbit How are
you doing' I'm fine I have been good.
Secest how is Miss Claus doing.
Corey Hatcher
Murray Elementary School
Mr. Brown
Dear Santa,
My name is Zachary Jones and I am in Mr
Brown's class For Chnsmas I would like a bairbie
for my sister I would like a dirt bike for my self I
allsoe would like a woolen a game boy color, a
G I Joe. and a play stathon two
lichary Jones

Dear Santa,
I am makeing a list f
dollar I want a littie
Poken1011 figure I wo
ure I want a Phol. .
Niko Sikkel
Dear Santa,
I want to see you •
presents from you I
books to read and I
cars to and and a toy
planes and some lents
Cedric Cherry

rtson.
like
y.j. I

fed
lo
e a
ind
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will be good until Santa
bed for Christmas I wad
ad like a c d palyer for
•

that is yellow. I would
like a race car track. I
a cds for my cd played
games for my playstatun
cerball I would like a
would like a Pokemon

Armstrong I'm a P3 in
d like a Pokernon game
a game boy color trans4 a Pokemon shase and a
Pokemon caps please

gers in Mr Browns class
tke gooze and a dirt bike
poster of Scooby And a
I would also like a Magic
aslo a scooter with camng
r.

cards and a book card
• hie and a Dragon ballz
s, Dragon ball Z walkie
• sony II
irk Bat Ice Action man,
.tal Gee Man With Action
..0

Dear Santa,
I can't wait for you to come. On my Christmas
lest I will have a 1st of toys on it. I will have cookes
waiten for you. I will also have some milk too.
Amanda Winchester
Dear Santa,
Hi Santa how are the raindeer. I want a scootr and
the 102 Dalmation ITIOk .!. All of the stuffed dogs
too and moveis some c.d.s and one I want to be 102
Dalmation c.d. 102 Dalmation Poochie.
Jordan Brock
Dear Santa,
I want a tele phone and a dog I -Want a makup
case and some jewerly I warn a new brittany spears
c d and pooch
Eboui Blanton
Dear Santa,
How are the toys doing? Santa. I wish that 1 had
a game boy color some overalls and lox of clothes,
and a Poochi
Chance Robinson
Dear Santa,
Today I am writing to you. Well anyway I'll tell
you my things I want. 1 want a purse with stuff in
it, earring franse set, lots of snow, and surprises. Is
roudof's nose still blinking?
Sarah Wooten
Dear Santa,
I want a red nose and some antlers. I want a real
dog, a pink hat, a dictionary, and some books. I
also want some Clifford books and some boots.
Last I want a bus, a bunny, and a toy fish. How is
Rudolph?
Ariel Nicholas
Dear Santa,
How are the randeer doing? I can not wail till
Christmas. Our Christmas tree is butiful. For
Chnstmas can I have a doll, a doll bunk bed and a
new bedspread. Also a doll couch.
Megan Carlson

Dear Santa,
What's going on at the North Poal" Did you know
last Christmas I saw you and your big sled and I
saw Rudolph's bright red nose My favorite holiday is Christmas Right now I don't know whomt
David Vinson
Dear Santa,
Please send me picture of Rudolph. Santa will
you please wake my sister up and my dog and me
and take us fora ride. We want to pet Rudolph and
the other raindeer.
Josh Addison
Dear Santa,
I have been a very good little girl this year not
every day but most of the year. These are some
toys that I would like for Christmas
I would like to have an American Girl skating star
outfit and the skating gear
Elizabeth Dawson
Dear Santa,
Thank you for all my toy's. Please wake me up so
Iran see you! I wish to see you a lot! This is just a
little of what I want. The puppy shadow the I know
want the most. I want to see your raindeer I will
give you a givft. You'll just have to find out your
sell.
Caitlin Capps
Dear Santa.
I want a Playstation 2 Sagdram cast. I want to
have a walk mit and a snow bard, a vido game, and
a sceeter scooter and a skateboard. I want skess
and a saribord.
Shickill Davis
Dear Santa,
I liket what you got me last year. What are doing
at the North pol? Are the elves working? I hope so.
Please give me alot for Christmas. I won't a kitten
for Christmas. I yatilta_htanster.far_Chris_t_yits.
Zori Taylor
Dear Santa,
I hope you have a good Christmas. I don't want
you to go through a bunch of trabel so I will have
one thang, an Amazing Ally.
How are the reindeer? I hope they are good. lam.
are you? I hope you are.
Lauren Owens

.Graves. You mite rember
For this Christmas I wood
Ind some Barbie Glitter. I
. the glitter that got on
a Barbie bed and a

Dear Santa.
Did you like the cookies? Here are some of the
things I want. bbgun, arrows, bow, target, game
boy. kiake, game boy gams and a lot of chacolate.
Brandon Kipphut

rm. I am a P3 in Mr.
liras% like a puppy
lhad a cd player. I would

Dear Santa,
I want skooter and Faith Hill cd. I want a Grease
cd and a Kiss Me cd. Also a Madorna cd, Shania
Twan cd. N'sync cd, the Grinch cd, and Cnstna
Agulera cd and Say My Name cd and a new bike.
Chloe Bens

Dear Santa,
I hope you hay a good Christmas. My door will
be unlocked senic we don't have a chimny. I will
have a presint for you. I will have corn for your
raindeer. I don't no what I want yet.
Khrystal Seavers

Dear Santa,
How are you doing this year? I am doing fine.
Well I just wanted to tell you what I want for
Christmas. Well here I go. I want a Poke'mon
game Gold or Silver version. And I want a pair of
sneakers.
Lake Rigsby

Dear Santa,
I hope your elves are not working to hard making
those toy's. I hope your reindeer's legs are not
hailing. I hope you have a nice Christmas. I want a
medic *actor for Christmas.
Ryan Kelly

•altos.tvrould like a magic

am in Mr Brown's
game boy, a scooter, and a
ore you very much

30e, I

scooter a transformer and

VOrth Pole? Are you readay
you will give me a game
net and some skates. I
want a music box. Thank
ies and milk.

. I ,van dancing Debbie,
plaser, Meow -clue, baby
and a Amazing Maddy

and a dog please. I want a
.for my dost and some
.4/ant some cendey. I hope
•mas.

A.licraft and 1 am in Mr
trnai I wold like a scooter
takano and some race cars
lot of them Please bring

d like a transformer and a
irandma Please bring
e

kk It is as tall as my waste
Isc like another scooter, a
tekno and a poochie and
ames for my nentendo 64
ould be nice!

annun. I would like a pink
r, a .dog or a cat. a Polly
.1Iy pocket people, a ken.
a camera, and a horse and
..y color, dancing Debbie

a Hush Lil Baby. pouchie,
Game boy color, Magic
f the Back Street boys. I
a cd of N' sync A c d mm
video Mats call the magic

bowling •dancing dabble
. jewel bartne And game
would like a poo-chi and

ntat7 School

NoU a list I want a silver
o.k.I truck 1 want snorlas
I anadactyl Pokemon fig
Pokirson figure

I hiss you an I want some
sh I can have hoots and
some trucks and some
and• phone and some

Dear Santa,
How are your This year I would like a black bike
with handle brack's and a kick stand. I would like
a walk man and surpises.
Alex Bloodworth
Dear Santa,
What I want for Christmas is a moovey and the
kind of rnoovey I want is Beauty and the Beast
I want a book and the kind of book I want is
Clifford the Big red dog.
I want a new dress.
Brittany Hill
Dear Santa,
I love you. What I want for Chnstmas is Odd Ball
the Poochey. I want the big doll Kelly I have bin
good this year.
Jacqueline Richardson
Dear Santa,
I wonder what you are doing? Rite now Santa I
hop you bring me loes of binng to met binng you
somthing I hop I get Ions of play station games.
Taylor Smith
Dear Santa,
How are you doing? I would like a Dream Cast
and a pool. I would also like a sonic game.
Can you take a picture of the red nose rain deer?
Lucas Hendren
Dear Santa,
How are your randeer doing to day? Can I have a
gold or silver version for Christmas? Can you geve
me a robot? Can I go to New York or Hawaii? I
hop you are doing good.
Landon Russell
Dear Santa.
I want a scooter. I want a rockitship. I want a
remote control car. I want a star wars ship. I want
a gold cd for my game boy color.
Michael Warren
Dear Santa.
I would like a four-wheeler and another snowmobile and a dirt bike How are you doing'?
Blake Maness
Dear Sanda.
The only thing I want is a loot of ,now. 0 year
and I also want a romote control car.
Nathan Kennedy
Dear Santa.
I want a CD player. and I want a game called
chekers I want some clothes And a phone and I
want to ask a question, how is your reindeers
Melody John
Dear Santa,
I's been good this year I want a poochi/gameboy
color/dancing deby/slinky telephone/dress up
clothes/my size Barbie. -Oh" and will you wake
me up so I can see you, and your sled and your
raindeer and maybe I can have a nde
Olivia Houston
Dear Santa.
I want rubber boots, a bb gun a bow with string
The Dragon Tales dragons ord WIC and weezy.
Kapzo. I want scooby don stuff and poke mon
stuff. A pozucd hat chee gloves prchee dog and the
ofy seey movies.
Dominik Mikuisik
Murray Elementary School
Ms, Colson
Dear Santa.
I hope you could bring some nice clothes I hope
Rudolph is all right Last year thank you for the
toys And I would like a Playstation 2
Jakob Klossner-Read
Dear Santa,
I has some little presets for you I love you Santu
I wont slot of things this yier I wont a me hot unicorns and a roe hot power rangers and a golle soot
forme
Jessica Adame

Dear Santa,
I like for you to come where I can get the toys I
like for Christmas.
Will you be bringing Rudolph? I probably will
have some reindeer food out for the reindeer this
year.
Irwant you to come for me and my brother. I want
a CD player, a CD and a remote control dirt hike.
ID. Dowdy
Dear Santa,
Can I have some skates, a remote control boat, a
skateboard, and a monster truck.
My name is Michael Embry. I live in Murray.
Michael Embry
Dear Santa.
Thank you for the toys you gave me last year. I
can't waite for Christmas. Are your elves working
hard? Hear are some things 1 wold like for
Christmas: a baby kitten, and a Colts helmet, and
foot ball cards, and bask ball cards, and last but not
least a new bike.
Mario Pannunzio
Dear Santa.
Thank you for the presents you gave me. I had fun
with toys were cool becus 1 got a snowbord and a
sled I slied down the hell fary fast on a sled. On a
snowbord I fall some times. But this year I want a
nouw sled Dacus my other own broke pies git me a
know sled cech you later. By by
Trevor Holland
Dear Santa,
I hope you can find my house. I want a bebee shot
gun.
Dustin Garland
Dear Santa.
I wish I could have any toy. I wanted. And where
do clefs come from? And if you ever wonder
where my Chirstmas list is, it's at home.
Daniel Hughes
Dear Santa.
I want Amazing Ally and Barbie shop with me
cash rdshra and a rnermid doll and a baby bom.
Have a Murray Christmas! Can I ride in your
sleigh? last to keep my maners. Plcsa Santa and
thaks!
Ania Phillips
Dear Santa.
Can I have a picher of you? Thank you for my
present last year. Can I have a pupy' My mom said
it was oh. Can I have a gold and silver virshen"
Can I have a littl cat' My dad said it was ok. Can I
have a red virshen' Can I have a Pokemon gide
book?
Danus NaBavi

Murray Elementary School
Ms. Jones
Dear Santa,
I hope that you will bring me a Tatamc moovie_
Dos Rudolph nley has a red nose? Houw are you
and your wife? I hope that you and your wife will
git me a foot ball. I like your red rozey pufey ches.
Houw long dos it takeck to grow your long biard?
Houw cold is it in the north pole?
Georgia Barnett
Dear Santa,
How are you? I am fine. What do you do in the
North pole? One of my favorite thing is going to
school. How do you come through the chimney so
quietly? Please bring a ring and flower for my
mom. Please get me these thing. Some Lagos and
a game boy color game. I will like a Power Rager.
Power Rager timzotd and Rakcuyou Veclu. I wish
you a mairir Christmas
Robert Olive
Dear Santa,
Do you have elves to help you with work to make
toys? Santa may I have a baby sister lagos game
boy color, close, shoes. How do your reideers fly
so bight in the sky? Do you have magic in your
hat? Dus the reindeers talk to you? Do your reindeers like canes?
Eric Scharre
Dear Santa,
May I have a gameboy color? How do you go to
everbodys house on Christmas day? Do you go
down the chimmneys? I hope to see you.
Patrick Barnum
Dear Santa,
Please bring me one of those Power Ranger toy
and a computer. What is the North pole like' Could
you also bring me new supply box
Nathan
Thayer
_
Dear Santa.
I would like to ask you a couple of question. The
first one is how many elves do you have? I also
want to know do you have a hot tub inside or outside?
Now I will tell you what I need and want. I need
some new white tenny's and a swatter like my old
one. 1 want a barbie beach house. How many toy's
do you make a year. I also want to know how cold
it is and how do you fit down the chimney. Merry
Christmas to you and your elves and your wife.
Elizabeth Brewer
Dear Santa.
I wish that I would see the Northpole. Santa how
do you live in the Nonpole? Do your elves work
very very hard? How are you doing Santa. Santa
what do you do at the Northpole? Well Santa I like
to play baskitball and I like to socer an all kinds of
sports. And how is Miss Clout. I hope she is doing
good. I wood like a new socer ball and purple
boots for my aunt. And a nice dog for my grandparents and thats not all. I would like a tv, pet crab,
sled, boots that is blue, shorts that are brown and a
lamp that is purple. And thats all Santa.
Logan Henderson
Dear Santa,
How are you doing? Is the Northpole like a grate
plase to be. Becas of all the nice papa! How is
Mrs. Clout doing. I am doing fine. I wood like to
have a jeep that I fit in please! I wood like to have
a American Girl doll but not Molly pleas! and a
Merry Christmas.
Morgan Green
Mr. Blanchard P3 2nd Grade t
Murray Elementary School
Dear Santa,
I hope you are OK. If you are please tell me. And
this is what I wont. It is Starcraft the intinow game.
And this is why. I have bin good a lot. And I bin
renting it for a lot and I like it.
From,
Josh Harris
Dear Santa,
"
I would like a Barbie house for my Barbies and a
new baby too. And a t.v. too and a stereo too and a
heart necklace too for my mom too and a good
Minnie too. And a good tea set too.
Your friend, Dawn Andrews
Dear Santa.
Thank you for what I gas last year. I want a black
hots figure. Say hello to Misses Claus for me.
Thanks. I love your elves. I think I shoud get what
I want because I help my dad at work.
Your friend, Andrew Leckenby
Dear Santa.
Think you for my uther stufe you gave me. What
1 wore this time is a stufed animals. His name is
Krihark stuffed animal. And a Barbie house. I am
giving you some milk and cokiesse. I help my
mom at the Crismise stoffe.
Your friend, Chelsea Deshields
Dear Santa,
I have been very good this year. Could I have a
gold version?(Pokemon)Could I have UMW pokemon cards? Because I work hard at school. Could
I have a sim city game?(CD mm game)Thanks for
what I got last year
Your friend, Steven Arnold
Dear Santa,
Thank you for the stuff I got last year I wold like
Bock Boti. because I have good gradse And I want
Pokemon figurses because I am good at school.
Your friend. Alex Bokeno

Dear Santa.
I want a traktor toy, a furby baby, a furby. a farm
toy, some rescu heros glow in the dark set How are
you doing'
Roger Graves

Dear Santa,
I wood like a sega dreme cast because I have
goten good grades, a cumputer because I have hen
good at school, a lego %ricer grad stand because I
help my dad in the yard. a game boy coler because
I have ben a good friend
Your friend. Jordan Smith

Dear Santa.
How will you make it on Christmas Day? I will
waunt roller blades that are 'Mines Santa, can you
bring a picture of you' I want to see waut you look
like Santa My pair of roller blades are 1 size just
like the skating rink
Samantha %limey

Dear Santa.
My name is Naomi How are you' I want a
Robotic puppy. I want a guitar a real one I want a
boat a real one I want a Blue Jewel necklace a real
one I want the rigger movie I want the toy story
two movie
Love. Naomi Cartagena

Dear Santa.
Santa, I was wandrded how doss your reindeer
fly" Santa, if you see my dog Miggiey don't he
scared My house is a Idol smol This is the stuf I
wont for Chistmas Teckno the rohbode pupey, a
hick and a parrat that copies you
Danielle Dolack

Dear Santa,
This is what I whoud like for Croonas I whoud
like to have a Lap top becuse I have ben good in
school and help my dad in the yard and I whoud
like a game boy Accuse I help my mom set the
table and cleanup after super
Your Pal, Matthew Campbell

Dear Santa.
year of the
For Christmas I wood like Spiro
Drangn's
How are you doing in the North pole' Are yare
elves working hard'
Do you lake the north pole' Do you lake the cold
weather'
Travis Garland

Dear Santa
Thank you for what you gave me last year I loved
it And TN, MOT wIlIMS a feet musosh But please
Santa give my sister the achlya's shorts Please give
me a votes whagn And please give my Mom some
money Becase I've hen a good girl And I've ben
gtod in school
Your friend.
Sarah Stan ley
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Dear Santa,
Thank you for what I got last year This year I
want Sim Theme Park, Rug Rats in pans for nin
tendo. Gym Challenge pack pokemon, Hot Wheels
stunt track driver 2 I's got good grades and l's
helped my family slot
Your friend, Robert Cignoni
Dear Santa,
Thank you for what I got last year. This is what I
want for this Chnstmas. I want a phone and
Amazing Allex. And her best friend Maddy. I want
a Pooche. And a Dowll Mashen Pooche to. I want
Pokemon batellship. And a gameboy coler to I
helped my mom at home.
Your friend, Amanda Greene
Dear Santa.
I wood like a electric drum set, a some toy dirt
bikes, a batery operated truck and a hockey helment. I think I shoud get these rings because I have
been a good little boy. I have onle had my tiger pin
moved two times this year. I care about other people. I saw a cowboy in a restarant I thought he
looked sad.
Grant Darnell
Dear Santa,
I have ben good this year. I want all four of the
blot bats and some legos and some rocket tops and
a topt and a bop and a cube it up. Because I wash
the dishes and clean my room.
Your Pal, Dillon Garland
Dear Santa.
I have been cleaning my room all by myself I
want a Butterfly Barbie because I have been gating
good grades. I want a new computer because I
have been good at school too. I want a new Barbie
cash regester because I belive in you.
Your friend, lacy Priddy
Dear Santa,
I've been teary good because I helot my mom
and dad arund the house and I ckn my room If
you can get me this I will be glad. I want a Game
boy color and a computer and a pokemon selzer
That's not all I want and I want a Actin Figer that's
all I want.
Your friend, Arthur Thayer
Dear Santa,
Thank you for my stuff last year. This year I
would like is a stereo and some cow-boy boots and
else is a Scooby-Doo stuffed anemal and the
Grinch'troll Cal and I would like else is How The
Grinch Stole Christmas the move because I have
ben a good boy.
Your friend, Gregory Haden
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TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
Showroom Hours: 8-8 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270)753-9918
Email address - toyotam@apex.net
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(270)753-4961
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Dear Santa,
Thank you for what I got last year. This year I
want Actchen man extrearn skte bord. And a mongoose that is blue. And I want a extreame cikel.
This is why I should get these things. Because I
helped my dad put up the lights. And I helped mom
cook.
Your friend, Harley Deines
Dear Santa,
Thank you for the Barbie chair and couch. This
year I really want a Deluxe art set with case.
Because I did 15 bags of leafs. I also want a Barbie
cash register becau.se I have really good grades.
Your friend, Ruby Weatherbee
Dear Santa.
I will be nice Santa Claus. and I would like to go
to your house. I will be nice to my mom. I will be
nice to my friends. I would like some Lagos and a
Gameboy. Merry Christmas.
Johnathan Martin
Dear Santa,
I want a bike for Christmas. I want a new
Nutendo game, my own dog. I want a remote control car. I want some granola bars for Christmas.
From, Jimmy McClure
Dear Santa,
Thank you what you gave me last year. Will you
give me two favorite movies, they are called
Chicken Run and Scooby-Doo and the Ailen
Envaders. I have been a good sister and helping my
mom take care of Madison. And will you give me
an lndan dress?
Your friend,
Caitland McClure
Dear Santa.
Thank you for what I get last year. This year I
want a phone and 1 want a C.D. The name of the
C.D. is Mandy More and I ant do good in school.
Why do I want all this? I clean my room.
Your friend. Lauren Cole
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Formal Wear and
Luxury Limousine

Dear Santa,
I want a ring for my mom and I sing for my mom
then I did my homework. I want a Gameboy and a
race car and a truck.
Your friend, Shaquille Day
Dear Santa,
What I want for Chnstmas is Bopit. Bobit cavern,
and Topit and if there is a topit extreme, I want it
too. I want a super Mario 64 for Nintendo Mano
cart, I want mario party 2 and some surprises. I've
been good. I have cleaned my room and taken care
of my baby.
From, Robby Anthony Deboer
Dear Santa,
I want to see if I will get my presents that I want.
I want a scooter with yellow wheels and an
American Girl doll and her name will be Kristen.
You might try to help me by trying to give me joy.
This is why I think I should get presents. because I
make my bed. I've fed my dog and I've taken him
out to pee. If you do this I will be so happy. I will
wish you good luck on your next trip. next
Christmas. I will tell you thanks.
Love your friend.
Rachel Henderson
Dear Santa.
I help my mother with anything she nerds help
with all the time. Could you please bring some of
these things for Chnstmas? If you can't bring them
all I won't be angry Could you bring me a model
of the Bismark. a Pokostick. a remote Contmled
airplane, a Nintendo. and a few surprises'
Love, Ian Lloyd Holmes
Dear Santa,
If you get me some of the presents I will share
with my sister I want lies You Machu. Green
version and a Remote control car I will share
hoard games with my frank I want some hoard
games I want some Pokemon books and movies
That's all I want'
Your friend,
Hunter Houck
Dear Santa.
I earned the right to get More presents I do the
dishes I make m), sisters bed when she is having
trouble I help my morn when she is sick I will
help more people I will share with my sisters I
will have a good Chnstmas For Christmas I want
a baby horn
Love, Hannah Mcallister

( Churchill'
Funeral ilomeN
Calloway County's Only NI
Home Owned & Operated N\
(
201 S. 3rd St., Murray, KY )
(270) 7634411
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Betty Hassell 2nd Grade
Southwest Elementary School

Dear Santa,
Thank you tor the gifts that you gave me. If you plan to
give me some gifts this year I would like these things
scooter, stem, four wheeler, spice girl shoes, and clothes
Alicia Love
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Arrive safely. use common
sense, & enjoy the holidays.

INSURANCE
Lou V. MoGary

(270) 753-7890
8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Dear Santa,
Thank you for the presents each year This year I would
like a lap top. 3 quarter sieve shirt, black clogs size 12
and a black skirt. Did you like the Mountain Dew and
cookies last year" You are special to rue I know all your
reindeers' names. I've been good.
Your angel,
Whitney Sons
Dear Santa.
It is nice of you to give all the children presents Will
you need Rudlph this year' I will like to leave you milk
and cookies I have been a good girl I think you are special. Hope you give me what I ask tor
Love.
Allison Barrett
Dear Santa.
I liked what you gave me last year I wish I had a new
puppy just like Frankey
Love.
Tyler Proctor
Dear Santa.
Thank you for last year's presents. I will give you a
present if you come to my house. I have been very good
this year These are some things I want: a GT bike, a
pokemon stadium, a pokemon logo with the stadium and
Doblow II
Love,
Jesse Murdock
Dear Santa,
I like all of the presents you have given me I hope I get
a drum set this year. I have to wait on the golden renewer becaus I am sick. I have to wait until it is my birthday.
Don't get me the golderfietriiiierJrun gettitigiffor my
birthday
Your friend.
Aaron Lawrence
Dear Santa,
I love the presents you left me last year I am going to
leave you cookies and milk and a special treat I want a
red helmet, Wuvloves. and the computer games called
easy bake and Genie Barbie I have been good this year
please come to see rue
Your friend.
Katie Underwood

-astawn
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ANGIE'S
SMALL WORLD
TRAINING CENTER
New Location Opening Soon!

810 Whitnell Ave.
(270)759-5557

Dear Santa.
Thank you for the gifts you gave me last year. I hop you
liked the cookies I gave you. Could you get me a computer like my moms I am going to get you a present this
year. I have been good this year
Love,
Kelsey Young
Dear Santa,
Thanke you for giving children joy and fun. We enjoy
your gifts. 1 love my gifts. Your very special I go to my
grandmas for Christmas. I want a go cart. I like what you
got me last year. I hope you will be at my Christmas program.
Your angel.
Tiffany Burton
Dear Santa,
Thank you for the presents you have given me over all
the Christmases. 1 hope you liked the milk and cookies I
gave you last Christmas. I have been good this year. I
hope you give me some present I want a V.C.R. for my
pieku and a lot more.
Love,
Madison Alton
Dear Santa.

WESTSIDE
(VETERINARY
SERVICE
L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. S.
Murray, KY
753-6749
t-
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Thank you for giving everybody toys. What are you
going to give me I wonder? I will find out. won't 1? I
want something at least. What is going on at the North
Pole? I wish I had a new dog
Love.
Ten Kirks
Dear Santa.
Thank you for all the presents that you gave us last year.
You have been so nice to us I want to give you a gift for
Christmas. Every bidy loves you We hope you have fun
at the North Pole I hope you like my milke and cookies
that I'm giving you
Lose.
Rachel Merrell

W Dan Farris - Auctioneer
"77w Sound of Selling"

Global
Mortgage )„
Link
,rry
Puckett • Pat Butler
Jacquelyn Watson

(111 N. 12th St., Suite B
(270) 753-7407

Shelby Durbin

Dear Santa,

Dear Santa.
How are your elves.'How are you? I would like a make
up kit for Chnstmas In my make up kit you have to apply
the cycshadow with your finger Thank you for everything PS. Get seat belts'
Your friend. ,
Jacqueline Elder
Dear Santa,
I have been a good girl so will you get me a cocatel. I
hope you have a good Christmas I hope my mom buys
some milk and cookies for you Are you going to bong
Rudolph? I am going to see the gnnch with my counsin
and our Grandma. The gnnch does not lik Christmas I
don't know why he doesn't because I do'
Your friend,
Rebekah Elkins
Dear Santa,
I have been doing my homework and been writing my
assiments down I want a Lego Studios, camera set, and
five Doom II disks
Your friend,
Nicolas Fazi
Dear Santa,
I have helped around the house and helped my brother
pike up the toys. I feed the cats and Jake. I would like the
blue Dino with no foot brakes in the store beside Fred's
to the right I would like a little hand scooter. Cookies and
mike will be on the coffee table in the living room
Your friend,

Dear Santa.
I have been a good girl this year Can I have a puppy. a
doll house, a game boy color, a Poockie. a Polly, and a
blow up chair that has the left arm rest blue the nght arrn
rest white the other places red I hope the other children
are being good too, or they will get switches and colc
Bye-bye" Merry Christmas'
Your Honey Bun.

Dear Santa
I have been very good and I would like a Poochte It is
a toy dog Did your reindeer like the carrots I gave them
last year" Could you make sure that we get a purfect
Christmas tree"
Your fnend.
Layla Choate
Dear Santa.
How are your reindeer? Can I have some toys' I have
been good How are your elves' So can I have a scooder
and a barbie cash machine and a Polly locker and a Polly
back peck'
Your friend
Emily Chnsman
Dear Santa
I would like a hartne You are nice I would like dolls
too Could I have a VCR' Could you give me a tiarbie
car" I will leave you cookies
Your friend
Emily Davis

How are you doing" 1 am doing fine. How do you get
down the chimney" I want a remote control aremy tank
How old are you" lam seven
Your friend,
Taylor Nesbitt
Dear Santa,
Can I have a Leogo sate plesa'' Do you ever get sick ' I
think ruldof is neat
Your friend,
Christopher Stewart
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Dear Santa.
I want a motersakle and a new nintendo 64 I want my
own ckpoater and a boy birey car too I want a phone to
How do you get down the chimney"
Your friend,
Cody Wyatt
Dear Santa.
How are you' Place leve a lest of all the ansrs I ask
And put them by a toy Thank you How do you go
around the world in one night Place come at 12 03 Can
I have a binder for Chnstmas"
Your friend,
Karen Cecilia Hudson

liaac a /flee'?CA,elepasairda hivicy Neie ette./
WOODC&FTEkS
GALLERIES
Hwy.641 North
Murray, KY

Dear Santa,
How are you" How old are you" I want a Minecher chawawa. Will you give me gifts if I am awake win come'
How do your reindeer fly"
Your friend,
Keela Tracy
Dear Santa.

Dear Santa,
I have been good this year What do you feed your reindeer" Have your Elves been hard workers' I want two
remote control monster trucks with batteries I want a pellet gun with a target I want a bigger bike and snowboard
game
Love,

How old are you. Are you 1,000! I love the color of your
outfit. Do you thank its cold outside. How do you get in
so quite down the chimney. How dus ruldoph shown his
nose. Do you like were you live. How do you make the
reindeer fly How do all those presents fit in your sleigh.
Your friend,
Hunter Garrison

Joe Futrell
Dear Santa,
Dear"Santa,
I have been a good boy. I think 1 earned the presents I
want because I help my mom and dad around the house.
I would like in my stocking Poochie, meowchic and a
game boy pokemon gold and silver version. I would like
a Hey you pikachu under the tree This year I left you a
surprise. PS. I know all your reindeer's names and don't
forget to wntc
Your fnend,
Taylor Grady
Dear Santa.
I wold like a puppy. I will take care of it and feed it and
play with it. I will walk it You can name it too. That is all
I want for Christmas
Love,
Juna Harvey
Dear Santa,
I would like a real four wheeler And a real monster truck
And a teddy bear. a VCR and a movie and a scooter
Your friend,
Brandon Higgins
Dear Santa,
I have been good this year How are the elfs this year?
Are they working hard' How is little Rudolph? I would
like a trambohne plus a radio.
Your friend,
Chasten Howard

How do you get all the toys. How are you so quite when
you come in my house" I want a sled. I want a hat and
shoes
Love your fnend.
Kelsey Brandsusse
Dear Santa,
How do you go down the chimney? Do you get sick
when you eat all the cokeis and coke and milk? How do
you laugh, ho, ho, ho. And for Christmas I want a 250 R
and a sketer and a pug
Your friend.
Chase Walker
Dear Santa.
I wolde like a T V and a gine pig, and a winer dog. Do
you have any grandchildren" How old are you? Ges how
old lam 8 or 9
Your friend,
Kysha Adams
Dear Santa,
How do you do it? Are you 100? Can l sec Ruldoph? 1
want a tigre pies. I want a chimney
Love,
Joseph Hill

Dear Santa,

Dear Santa,
I want to meet you How are you doing' How is Mrs
Santa'
Love your friend.
Kanesha Champion

I have been good this year. Can I have a Polly car and
can I have a Polly house? Pretty please can 1 have a
Barbie cash register? Can I have a Barbie tellephone? I
have a surprise this year for you.
Your friend,
Caitlin Jackson

Dear Santa,
How are you" I think you're fine. I want a scooter for
Christmas. You are very nice.
Your friend.
Samantha Turner

Dear Santa,
I have been a good boy Can you get me a Intendo 64.
Hey You Reekachog. laldu. Muno Smash Bros and
Poke'Mon Gold and Silver Version" I will put out cookes
and milk
Your friend.
Travis Manning

Dear Santa,

Seth Enoch

Robby Fnednch

Colby Fox

the things on my list. They are a Game Boy. toy pokemon, pet lizard, pet turtle
Love,

Jordyn Lynn Bridges

P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY
(270) 492-8796

Dear Santa,
I want a remote control big C D. player And a punching
bag I need waits for my dad. I want a din bik insted of
inthing And a dog bed. And a dirt bike seat and a red and
black hermit And a safe for guns and bolits
Your fnend.

Dear Santa,
I've been so good. Would you please bring me a sled, a
swiss army nife and a CD player?
Your friend.
Zach McAlpin

Reita Robinson 2nd Grade
Southwest Elementary School

ARRIS AUCTION
& ACTION REALTY

Dear Santa.
I have been a good girl this year. I would like a puppy to
play with because my puppy died. I would like a makeup
kit because I will want to play makeup with my sister
Thank you for my bell from Rudolph. I hope he was OK
with that I will jingle my bell every Christmas day or
every Christmas Eve
Your friend,

Dear Santa,
If I've been good this year I hope you come to my
house Thank you for the things you gave me last year. I
will try to get you some cookies and milk Please give rue
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I have been good this week Can you bring me a Barbie
doll, a puppy. scooters, and rugrat pillow? I want a pake
of rel makeup. Can you bring some blow pens'
Love.
Angela Mercado
Dear Santa,
I would like a kitten It would be so nice Santa, would
you please get me a four wheeler Santa. I have been a
good girl
Love,
Jackie Metcalf

Dear Santa,
How do you get down the chimney? Do you shove yourself throw' Do you like cookies? They are waiting for
you! How old are you? Are you 140 or I. I want bane
Ken boys, scar, and a dog. Do you come on rainey day?
Whare did you get the raindeer? Do you rilly put out
swichis for the bad children"
Your friend,
Sharon Jacobs

Dear Santa.
How are your reindeer' 1 think you richer me You
stopped by my house I would like a scooter I have kind
of been good
Your friend.
Tyler Shaw
Dear Santa,
May I have a Poochie and Shadow' It only attracts to
your voice I will take care of both 1 have been a good
girl I will leave you some milk and cookes
Love,
Blakelee Young
Debbie Stinnett 2nd Grade
Southwest Elementary Scline4
Dear Santa,
How do you fit thrti the chimny' What is your medic
name' What dose your raindeer eat' I would like to have
a hike
Your friend
Morgan Smotherman
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Dear Santa.
I am going leave you and your reindeer cookies on
Christmas eve How do you get down the chimney's' I
want to meet your reindeer and Ruldoph I want a remote
control car, a (dog) ch wa wa, a sleigh. 1 want a White
Christmas
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Your fnend.
Kristin Boggess
Dear Santa,
How do you fit in the chimney' How do you fit all those
toys in one bag? Do you know what I want for
Christmas' I want a kite and a furry coat I want one more
thang It is a scarf. It is oaky if you don't get everythang
that I wanted Well I will see you later bye.
Your friend,
Shelby Capps

Dear Santa.
I would like a four wheeler I would like a scooter I
would like a skateboard I will leave you some cookies
Wes Outland

Christmas!

CALLOWAY
COUNTY DISPOSAL
P.O. Box 1514 • Murray
(270) 753-2002

Dear Santa.
How are you" My name is Kennedy How do you go
down the chimney" I like the toys you give rue How old
are you' I am seven How often do you use Ruldoph' I
rellay like Chnstmas I want some super tip markers
Your friend,

Bill Holland - Owner

Kennedy Crawford
Dear Santa,
I want anew scooter I want a radio, a scooter and a play
nation
Love,

May Youi

Kai! Sabella
Dear Santa.
I want a Blues Clues purzle and
doll
Love,
Alexis Cain
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